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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

EMO 2017 exhibition is around the corner

T

he world’s largest metalworking event
EMO 2017 with the theme “Connecting
systems for intelligent production” will be
staged at the Hannover fairgrounds in Germany
later this month (18 to 23 September 2017).
The previous EMO held in Hannover in 2013
had the theme “Intelligence in Production”
which was all about how to improve machinery
concepts, control technology, and software,
tools and processes.
Two years later EMO 2015 was held in Milan,
Italy and the theme that time was “Let’s build the
future”. The exhibitors certainly embraced the
theme putting style at the forefront. After all we
were in Italy and the Italians certainly love their
‘style’. There’s something to be said for Italian
craftsmanship, though. Modern companies from this creative part of the world
produce products at a level of quality and elegance often unmatched. Italy is
known for the craftsmanship of its stunning cars.
One notable exhibition stand was that of Comau, a business unit of Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles. The company presented their new SmartDriveComau
prototype machining center, a gleaming white and pristine machine highlighted
by slick graphics, windows, and mesmerising LED displays. The aesthetics of the
machine certainly fitted into “the factory of the future”. There was nothing green
in colour about these machines. The result was a stunning piece of hardware
that is trying to strike an even balance between style and function.
Subsequently, a number of machine tool manufacturers have changed the
livery of their machines that they offer and I have to admit that looking at a new
machine today is very easy on the eye. It is said that machines today provide
users with a significant added value with regards to optics due to the huge
viewing panels that are now incorporated in the ‘covers’.
The anticipation for this iteration of EMO is that: “This year’s show will feature
solutions that are not only integrated into a company’s IT world, but are connected
and networked. Machine tools that are communicating, analysing using the
available data and extracting the relevant information from that data to generate
added value for the manufacturer and its customers. This can be data from the
machine tool that provides a foundation for new service offers in condition
monitoring and predictive maintenance, and in the best case, even directions on
future machine developments. The same applies to data that is generated by
intelligent tools. Moreover, data from automation and part handling can ultimately
supply information for logistics in production, and data from measurement
engineering and quality management for intelligent process control.”
Getting these points across — which effectively are future sales solutions
— to the prospective visitors is going to be a challenge for those ‘sales’ people
on the stands. It is all very well talking about this ‘big data’ but what if I
am purchasing a machine from X company, Y company and Z company and
then I still decide to buy another one from C company. How do the machine
manufacturers envisage that these four different machines will ‘talk’ to each
other? It is going to be interesting to find out.
I look forward to meeting up with those of you from South Africa that will be
visiting. There are 2 050 companies from 45 countries exhibiting in 16 halls.
The exhibition space alone equates to about 180 000m² (60 000m² more than
EMO Milano). So get your walking shoes on and have a plan before you arrive.
This exhibition is at least 15 times bigger — exhibitor space —
and 18 times bigger — exhibitors — than
our local exhibition. It is also a must visit
at least once in your life.
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VIEW

POINT

Using 3D printing to improve
mining uptime and productivity

3

D printing may have burst onto the scene a few
years ago with much hype, but it hasn’t yet
revolutionised industrial sectors as some analysts
exuberantly predicted.
However, forward-thinking mining organisations are
realising that industrial-scale 3D printing in the mines
could skim costs from their operations and reduce the
frustrations of equipment downtime. By 3D printing the
spare parts and replaceable components that complex mine
machinery requires, mine operators can gain greater control
over the supply chain and ensure smooth running of the
mine’s equipment.
The current methods of producing tooling and
components are often time consuming, expensive, wasteful,
and cede far too much reliance to 3rd party equipment
manufacturers. Mines also have to bear the brunt of excess
inventory, warehousing and storage costs, and the logistical
costs of urgently transporting parts.
In fact, 3D printing sits perfectly at the nexus of
information technology and operational technology — and as
these two realms move closer to one another, some
interesting opportunities are emerging.
Creating a digital twin
In sites across the world, miners must dig at greater and
greater depths to find seams of precious resources. So deep,
in fact, that it’s often not viable or safe to use humans. So
by using robotics and other machines kitted with sensors,
we can create a digital representation (e.g. via hologram or
on-screen display) of the equipment, to understand how it is
performing and interacting with the environment — kilometres
below the surface.

is that unique and customised items can be produced
in a cost-effective manner, even in small quantities.
For mine operators looking to tailor their approach to
a specific site, 3D printing offers some exciting
prospects.
Not only could 3D printing save costs and reduce the
interruptions and waiting times for maintenance, but it can
also be the catalyst for smarter operations more broadly,
throughout a mine’s operations.
Managers gain unprecedented vision into the future —
understanding when equipment is likely to need
servicing or re-tooling, building customised components

Not only could 3D printing save costs and reduce the interruptions
and waiting times for maintenance, but it can also be the catalyst for smarter
operations more broadly, throughout a mine’s operations
Leveraging big data
Using these insights from sensory data we can start to
predict when equipment may fail, or need servicing, or
require new parts. This data can be fed into one’s 3D printing
systems, to ensure that the required components are
produced (on the surface) and sent down, ready for when
they’re needed.
Customisation
Different mining environments require different
approaches and tools. The biggest advantage of
3D printing (over traditional mass-scale manufacturing)

before they’re needed, and dynamically adjusting
operations. Mines no longer need to come to a standstill
for hours at a time, just because one piece of precision
equipment is in need of replacements.
Everything from labour shift scheduling to truck dispatch
timetables can be configured to best fit with the ebbs and
flows of the mine’s operations.
In the digital era, South African miners (just like their
international peers) are looking to technology-led efficiency
gains as the primary driver of growth over the coming
years. And advancements in 3D printing could be a vital
enabler.

This is the viewpoint of Louise Steenekamp, Director: Energy & Natural Resources
for Southern Africa, Wipro Limited.
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Fiber laser cutting

without compromises — Bystronic
Consistently through thin and thick.

Through thin and thick:
The ByStar Fiber from Bystronic opens up
the full potential of fiber laser cutting

W

The ByStar Fiber pushes the limits
With a fundamentally redesigned machine concept,
Bystronic is redefining fiber laser cutting and thereby
expanding the range of applications of the cutting technology.
With its uncompromising high-end performance, the ByStar
Fiber is aimed at users who want to rely fully on fiber laser

technology. Users who will in future cut their entire range of
orders using the fiber laser: from stainless steel, through to
aluminium and mild steel, right up to non-ferrous metals such
as copper and brass. And all this from thin to thick with
consistently high cutting quality.
The great innovation of the ByStar Fiber lies in the
single-mindedness with which Bystronic developed this fiber
laser. Right down to the smallest detail the machine is geared
towards fiber laser cutting, without compromises, regardless of
high cutting dynamics, seamlessly tying in automation
solutions, intelligent sensor technology or the integration into
modern software systems.

Highest dynamics: A newly developed machine design
with a short cutting bridge enables highest cutting dynamics,
even when cutting complex contours

ByVision Cutting: With the ByVision Cutting user interface,
Bystronic unites all the functions associated with laser cutting
on a touch screen

ith the ByStar Fiber laser cutting system, Bystronic
presents a high-end all-rounder that uses the full
potential of fiber laser technology. In addition, the
intelligent automation ByTrans Cross speeds up the material
flow.
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High speed cutting at 10 kilowatts
With the new 10 kilowatt laser,
Bystronic is launching the next
performance level on the ByStar Fiber.
The high-end system thereby offers
the highest level of laser power in
Bystronic’s portfolio. The technological
leap from the previously available
4 and 6 kilowatt systems to the new
10 kilowatt level is tremendous.
Compared with the industry
standard 4 kilowatt fiber lasers, the
10 kilowatt aggregate increases the cutting
speeds on the ByStar Fiber by as much as a factor of four.
This enables users to cut four times the number of sheet
metal parts in the same time as most of their competitors.
The greatest speed benefits can be achieved in material
thicknesses between 3 and 12mm. However, the 10 kilowatt
fiber laser also achieves incredible speeds in sheet
thicknesses up to 30mm.
This is interesting for all those users who rely on fiber laser
technology for their cutting processes. And for those who want
to set themselves clearly apart from the competition thanks to
fast cutting speeds.
Intelligent automation handles material flow
However, fast cutting speeds alone do not accomplish the
objective. Users who cut at high speeds must also be able
to quickly load the required raw materials and subsequently
unload the machine. A 10 kilowatt ByStar Fiber really goes
through vast amounts of material. The laser system’s speed
simply screams for an automation solution. Because of this
the powerful laser output must be optimally supported by an
automated loading and unloading solution.
With the ByTrans Cross, Bystronic has developed a new
loading and unloading solution for the ByStar Fiber. What
makes it so special is the great freedom it offers users. The
ByTrans Cross has accomplished the balancing act, which has
until now, always pushed conventional automation approaches
to their limits: automation for large series and simultaneously
sufficient flexibility for small jobs. The modular design of the
ByTrans Cross opens up several possibilities for users to
integrate the loading and unloading system into their
manufacturing environment.
Possibility 1: The ByTrans Cross can be connected to
existing warehouses as an integrated loading and unloading
solution. In this constellation, the automation solution forms
a bridge between the warehouse and the ByStar Fiber laser
cutting system.
Possibility 2: The ByTrans Cross can also be used as a
stand-alone solution without connection to the warehouse, in

Upon request, Bystronic upgrades
the ByStar Fiber with loading and unloading
solutions. The new ByTrans Cross opens up a great deal of scope for
automated material handling

order to provide the ByStar Fiber with raw metal sheets in
various thicknesses and materials. The basic version of the
ByTrans Cross comes with two cassette carriages, which can
be used to store raw material. However, it is also possible to
use just one cassette carriage for the storage of raw material
while the second carriage can be used to deposit the cut parts.
Possibility 3: Whenever users want to process
spontaneous jobs without interrupting the automated process,
the ByTrans Cross offers sufficient freedom to load metal
sheets onto the ByStar Fiber’s shuttle table or unload finished
parts by hand or overhead crane. This is made possible thanks
to the system’s slim design. The ByTrans Cross is positioned
on the side of the laser cutting system’s shuttle table. This
even makes it possible to load metal sheets using a forklift
truck.
Smart operation provides convenience for users
The seamless integration of laser cutting into the up and
downstream processing steps, of which the rhythm can change
at any time, is an additional important aspect that the
ByTrans Cross solves optimally. This is possible thanks to the
integration of the automation system’s control into the laser
cutting system’s user interface. This enables users to start the
cutting process and the automated material flow with just a
few taps on the laser cutting system’s touch screen.
To achieve this, Bystronic developed the ByVision Cutting
user interface, which is already successfully being used with
the latest generation of Bystronic’s fiber lasers. ByVision
Cutting integrates all the cutting processes and the
associated automation solutions. During everyday production
this allows laser cutting and the automated material feeding
and removal process to be seamlessly interlinked. Nowadays,
no user should waste time, walk long distances, and carry out
unnecessary procedures just because the laser cutting system
and the connected automation
solution have to be operated
using separate terminals.
After all, for the operator,
automated laser cutting
also means convenience.
For more information
contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112 or
visit the website on
www.firstcut.co.za or
www.bystronic.com
Text: Oliver Hergt
Photos: Bystronic

The ByStar Fiber with the loading and unloading option of ByTrans Cross
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AHRLAC engineers develop
machining concept that is now
internationally recognised

M

uch has
been
written
locally about the
AHRLAC (Advanced
High Performance
Reconnaissance
Light Aircraft), a light
reconnaissance and
counter-insurgency
aircraft developed
in South Africa by
AHRLAC Holdings.
It is a joint
venture between the
Paramount Group,
Africa’s largest
privately owned
defence and
aerospace
company and
Aerosud Innovation
Centre, a
South African
aeronautical
engineering and
The AHRLAC (Advanced High Performance Reconnaissance Light Aircraft), a light reconnaissance
manufacturing
and counter-insurgency aircraft developed in South Africa by AHRLAC Holdings
company. The
aircraft is designed
Group’s AHRLAC aircraft is an intelligence gathering and
to perform as an inexpensive, more versatile substitute for
precision strike aircraft, which carries the same surveillance,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and modern fighter aircraft.
targeting, defensive and attack capabilities normally
In July 2014, the AHRLAC conducted its maiden flight and
associated with a larger class and vastly more expensive
in August 2014 the aircraft performed its first public flight
aircraft.
display at Wonderboom Airport, just outside Pretoria.
To meet the increasing global demand for real time
The MWARI — the weaponised version of Paramount
airborne intelligence capability, Paramount Group and its
partners have completed a new state-of-the-art AHRLAC
factory construction at the Wonderboom Airport Complex,
north of Pretoria in South Africa. This 10 356m² factory will
produce the AHRLAC unarmed base aircraft, with MWARI
military aircraft and customised mission systems being
integrated in a separate facility.
The new factory marks a pivotal point for African
aerospace industry as it will be the largest privately
owned aircraft factory in Africa able to produce advanced,
state-of-the-art aircraft of this sophistication.
The first thing that stands out about the aircraft is the
design; a high wing, ‘pusher’ propeller concept that provides
clear all-round visibility for the two crew and aircraft sensors
due to the absence of a front mounted engine and
propeller. It also provides the short take-off and landing
capability (STOL) to operate from almost any airstrip.
The AHRLAC engineers needed a 5-axis milling machine that could
The AHRLAC is a design integration of fixed wing surveillance
machine special alloy aluminium blocks to manufacture the eight
and reconnaissance platforms and attack helicopters.
different spars that make up the 12 metre stiff wing used on the
The secrecy behind the manufacture of this aircraft is
AHRLAC. The machine chosen was a DMG MORI DMF 360/11,
understandable. However, through the necessity to explore
which accommodated the dimensional aspects of the various
aluminium blocks that need to be machined
avenues that are not only cost saving for the manufacturing 
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The AHRLAC engineers were looking for a quick connection and
disconnection fixture system that must also be robust against forces
and movements of bending, vibrational behaviour, frequency,
collision and forces during the milling process. The aluminium blocks
can weigh up to 280 kilograms

Testing has subsequently shown that the machine can mill
and drill a 280 kilogram aluminium block into a wing spar
in a time frame between 14 and 17 hours. Done conventionally
this same operation could take up to 80 hours

process but will also realise a more efficient machining
process, the engineers working on the AHRLAC project have
teamed up with engineers from German machine tool builder
DMG MORI and have come up with a concept that is a world
first. Subsequently DMG MORI recognised the uniqueness
and effectiveness of this project and it is said that the
company will in future offer the solution that the engineers
have decided on as a standard on the larger machines that
DMG MORI manufactures.
The AHRLAC engineers needed a 5-axis milling machine
that could machine special alloy aluminium blocks to
manufacture the eight different spars that make up the
12 metre stiff wing used on the AHRLAC. Included in the
required specifications during the machining process was
that residual stresses had to be minimised and that when
machining the blocks they did not require special jigs to keep
the workpiece rigid.

vibrational behaviour, frequency, collision and forces during
the milling process. Additionally, the mechanical properties
and the structural integrity of the material had to be taken
into account. The machining operations included 5-axis
milling and drilling, all to be done in the least amount of
setups to minimise time and quality issues.
The machine chosen was a DMG MORI DMF 360/11,
which accommodated the dimensional aspects of the various
aluminium blocks that need to be machined.
Talks between the AHRLAC engineers and DMG MORI
engineers began back in 2014 with concepts decided on in
2015. The concept was a first for both sets of engineers and
had not been tested before.
For milling of the wing spar it was decided that a clamping
bridge should be built on the DMG MORI DMF 360/11 milling
machine where the aluminium block could be positioned and
clamped. In order to realise all the milling and drilling
operations the engineers suggested and subsequently
decided that the traverse be clamped between two dividing
units that would allow complete 360° horizontal rotation.
The dividing units are direct drive units attached to the table
and include adapter plates.

The manufacturing fixture as a clamping system
Ideally what the AHRLAC engineers were looking for was a
quick connection and disconnection fixture system that must
also be robust against forces and movements of bending,

The company has also invested in a
DMG MORI CTX beta 2000 TC lathe
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Included in AHRLAC’s investment programme was the purchase
of a Quintus fluid cell press, only the second one to be installed in
South Africa. The press is used for sheet hydroforming and similar
sheet metal forming applications. This particular press will be
processing sheet up to 700 by 1 800mm with a pressure of
800 bar and a press force of 17 000 ton

The secrecy behind the manufacture of this aircraft is
understandable. However, through the necessity to explore avenues
that are not only cost saving for the manufacturing process but will
also realise a more efficient machining process, the engineers
working on the AHRLAC project have teamed up with engineers
from German machine tool builder DMG MORI and have come up
with a concept that is a world first
It was also decided that on top of the traverse an additional
steel plate be used as a fixation plate to locate the exact
position of the holes for clamping and for the zero-point
clamping units. For additional accuracy beam technology is
included.
However, one of the key features of the system is the
incorporation of an angular head that is fetched from the tool
magazine and allows the 18 000rpm FD spindle to drill holes
— coolant driven — in the difficult to get to areas that are
normally associated with aerospace component manufacture.
This allows for full simultaneous 5-axis machining, in both
B/C and A/C-configurations.
Project and system acceptance was signed off in the first
half of 2016 and DMG MORI began building the machine
shortly thereafter for delivery in 2017.
Testing has subsequently shown that the machine can mill
and drill a 280 kilogram aluminium block into a wing spar in
a time frame between 14 and 17 hours. Done conventionally

this same operation could take up
to 80 hours.
The project has also highlighted
that the client (Aerosud Innovation
Centre/AHRLAC), the South African
representative (Retecon Machine Tools),
the machine builder (DMG MORI)
and the CNC control manufacturer
(Heidenhain) can work together and
come up with a solution.
For further details contact
AHRLAC on TEL: 010 020 6300 or visit
www.ahrlac.com or the DMG MORI
contacts on TEL 011 976 8600
or visit www.retecon.co.za or
visit www.dmgmori.com
A wing spar that has been fully machined
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Nissan believes in sustainable

auto assembly sector in South Africa

N

issan is optimistic about the future of
the automotive manufacturing industry
in South Africa. This is the view of Nissan
South Africa’s manufacturing director Joan
Busquets, who was one of the participants at a
two-day Manufacturing Indaba.
Invited to take part in a panel discussion on
‘The Best of South African Manufacturing’ against
the backdrop of low economic growth and its
impact on the sector Busquets said that it was
important to remain cutting edge and globally
competitive.
“We are investing in new plant infrastructure
and innovative Nissan technologies at our
Rosslyn plant to make sure our vehicles always
meet global standards in terms of quality and
cost,” said the Spanish-born Busquets.
With a 27-year career at Nissan, Busquets
is familiar with the pressures that come in the
manufacturing environment.
Two years ago he was seconded to the
South African operation from Nissan Europe
where he is credited with turning around the
region’s Barcelona light commercial vehicle (LCV)
plant — now a top Renault-Nissan Alliance
operation. Busquets’ experience and expertise is currently
contributing to incremental gains in Nissan SA’s plant
competitiveness.
Key to success, says Busquets, is adherence to global
operating procedures, which at Nissan SA is the Alliance
Production Way — a blueprint for manufacturing methods
across the global family of Nissan and Renault plants.
Best practice, is supported by a fully-trained workforce.
Nissan SA is investing significantly in skills training and
development to assist industry initiatives aimed at addressing
the shortage of skilled engineers and operators.
A home-grown pool of engineers is being groomed through
a two-year Graduate Programme that focuses on ‘on-the-job’

An aerial view of the Nissan SA Rosslyn plant
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The assembly line at Nissan SA Rosslyn plant

training. By the end of Nissan SA’s next financial year, over
100 graduates will have gone through the programme.
Comprehensive operator training for production line
processes takes place on-site and at the Gauteng Automotive
Learning Centre — a partnership between Nissan and the City
of Tshwane — which is open to other auto manufacturers and
tertiary institutions.
Training for specialised jobs like master welding is carried
out at parent company Nissan Japan, while shop floor
supervisors now undergo training at Nissan’s flagship
Sunderland plant in the UK, where more than 40 local
employees have completed the course.
Growing the local supply chain, which will improve the
level of localisation on vehicles, is another enabler for global
competitiveness.
“Nissan SA is introducing on-site suppliers
which will also have the added benefits of
reducing logistics time and cost. Also in the pipeline with the aim of achieving the same results is
a Nissan Incubation Centre to assist small blackowned businesses to get a foot in the door of
the auto supply chain,” says Busquets.
All the measures outlined, says Busquets,
are in support of government’s automotive
production and development programme (APDP),
which aims to produce 900 000 vehicles per
annum by 2020.
“While this goal may not seem achievable
for auto manufacturers in the current economic
environment, we mustn’t lose sight of the long
term.”
It’s a future that envisages growth in Sub
Saharan Africa and conditions that support
Nissan’s Africa strategy to become a leading LCV
and passenger brand on the continent.

Somta Tools flies South African flag
at EMO 2017

This year marks the 11th time that KwaZulu-Natal based Somta Tools will participate
at the international metalworking exhibition.

S

omta Tools will once again be
flying the South African flag by
exhibiting at the internationally
renowned EMO exhibition, which is taking
place from 18 to 23 September 2017 in
Hannover, Germany.
EMO Hannover is the world’s premier
trade fair for the metalworking sector,
bringing together manufacturers and users
from many countries. It is expected that
more than 2 100 exhibitors from 41 countries
and around 143 000 trade visitors from
114 different countries will be participating
at this edition of EMO Hannover.
Somta Tools, the only company from
South Africa exhibiting, extends a warm
invitation to all visitors to the exhibition to
visit the Somta team in Hall 4 Stand E96.
You will have the opportunity to be introduced
to Somta’s full range of products, as well as
some of the company’s new and innovative tooling as well as
new logistics plans designed to give you easier and more cost
effective access to Somta’s tooling.
2017 has been a watershed year for the 62 year old
Pietermaritzburg based company Somta Tools in that
Japanese cutting tool manufacturer OSG Corporation acquired
a majority stake holding in Africa’s largest manufacturer of
round cutting tools.
Somta has been exhibiting at the EMO exhibition since
1985 and this year it will continue to have its own individual
stand. The focus of the company’s stand will be on Somta’s
products rather than on the OSG products. OSG Corporation
has its own stand and can be visited in Hall 4 Stand D70.
The emphasis on the Somta stand will be on its
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A recent exhibition stand of Somta Tools

HSS tooling range, although the company’s range of
solid carbide products will also be on display.
The company recently exhibited with OSG Russia for the
first time ever at the Metalloobrabotka exhibition in Russia
and demand for Somta’s HSS products was high. Somta
expects to receive the same amount of attention for its
products at EMO 2017.
On display will be straight shank drills, morse taper shank
drills, reamers, countersinks and counterbores, shank cutters
and threading tools.
Manning the stand will be Allan Conolly (Managing
Director), Shaun Roopnarain (International Sales Manager),
Raj Reddy and Farouk D Ismail (both international sales).
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Successful Red Bud Industries seminar
held for the first time in South Africa

R

ed Bud Industries, a leading manufacturer of high speed,
cut-to-length, blanking, multi-blanking, stretcher levelling
and coil-to-coil slitting machines held its first ever coil
processing seminar in South Africa in June 2017 at the Southern
Sun O.R. Tambo International Airport Hotel in Johannesburg.
Red Bud Industries have been hosting these comprehensive
one-day seminars that are designed to help you gain valuable
insight into new technologies and broaden your coil processing
knowledge worldwide since 2007.
Experts in the industry discussed their theories on levelling
technology, close tolerance blanking, and coil slitting. Discussions
also included real world issues that can arise in the workplace,
as well as ways to improve their product quality and overall
efficiency.
Over 60 attendees learnt about blanking, multi-blanking,
levelling, slitting, and a new process (EPS®) for hot roll black
material along with learning how to apply new technology,
improve tolerances and produce optimum flatness in material.
Featured speakers included Dean Linders, Vice President of
Marketing and Sales for Red Bud Industries; Dr.-Ing Lutz- Stefan
Henrich, Managing Director of Schnutz GmbH; Rob Barclay of

Messerfabrik Neuenkamp GmbH and Jeff Herrell of Red Bud
Industries.
As a result of the success of this seminar Red Bud Industries
is planning to hold the seminar regularly in South Africa.

Lutz-Stefan Henrich of Schnutz and
Rob Barclay of Neuenkamp

Braam Jacobs of Duferco Steel, Nick Kegge of Hulamin
and Gerhard van Vuuren of Columbus

Gary van Greunen of Allied Steelrode, Aiden Ah Ling of
Aveng Trident Steel and Johan Matthysen of Allied Steelrode

Bushy Govender and Claude Ballee, both of BSI Steel, with
Hertzhog Badenhorst and Harry Tennant, both of Clotan Steel
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Jeff Herrell and Dean Linders, both of Red Bud Industries

Denel to deliver another 21 Casspirs
to African client

A

nother consignment
of 21 Casspir mineprotected vehicles is
ready for handover and
shipment to an African
client. This forms part of a
total order of 45 vehicles
of which Denel has already
delivered 24 during
December 2016.
The total fleet is
based on the Denel New
Generation Casspir NG2000
Series, a cutting-edge
product derived from the
well-known and
battle-proven Casspir MPV of which more than 3 000 units
were manufactured.
The main purpose of the vehicles is to equip a newly
established peace support contingent for mainly participation
in African Union (AU) peace support missions, says Peter Faro,
General Manager of Mechem, a global leader in the detection
and destruction of landmines, which also designs and
manufactures mine-protected vehicles such as the Casspir
range of personnel carriers that is in wide use across the world.
The new generation Casspir has improved features but is
still affordable, easy to maintain and cost effective to operate.
This is the main reason why it is very successful in the market.
The drive-train and most components are inter-changeable on
the 15 variants on the Casspir base line. The family of vehicles
offer a wide spectrum of solutions in a ‘one force concept’
and are a real force multiplier for any user in an operational
theatre.
The order placed by the client is for the supply of eight of

the 15 variants available
on the Casspir platform.
It includes troop carriers,
ambulances, command
and control, cargo, recovery,
fire support, as well as
water and fuel variants.
“To strengthen Denel’s
commitment we have two
in country technical
representatives who aid
and assist the client on all
technical matters and
facilitate fleet management
and support training,” says
Faro. This is welcomed by
the client given that, in the past, many products were procured
and delivered with very limited to no support.
Added to this order of vehicles, Denel also offers training
services for drivers and technicians, as well as spares to
facilitate repairs from Level 1 to Level 3.
In view of the good relationship between the client and
Denel, an opportunity exists for the future supply of a very
large quantity of Casspir vehicles based on the various
variants, as well as mine-protected logistical trucks that share
the same drivetrain and armoured hull. This concept is much
welcomed by the user because it cuts down on maintenance
and repair costs as well as fleet management.
Faro says the new generation Casspir is doing very well
in African markets and the demand is high. Since the opening
of the Casspir production in 2010 more than 200 vehicles of
various variants were sold to clients in Africa and the United
Nations. Currently, Denel enjoys a big interest for local supply
and has a current order running for the supply to a local client.

BSI Steel cuts B-BBEE transaction
Sells majority stake in Isilo Steel.

B

SI shareholders have been advised that JSE listed BSI
and its wholly owned subsidiary Isilo Steel have now
entered into a series of transactions to give effect to the
B-BBEE transaction.
In terms of the transaction Isilo Investments (held 51% as
to Tutuni Investments 14 (Proprietary) Limited and 49% as to
Thuthuka Trust) will acquire an effective 51.12% in Isilo Steel.
This will result in Isilo Steel being 51% Black Owned and 30%
Black Women owned (as defined in the Codes).
The material aspects of the transactions that give effect
to the B-BBEE transaction are the sale of BSI’s High Volume
Strategic Clients division to Isilo Steel and the subscription by
Isilo Investments for a 51.12% interest in Isilo Steel for
R32 299 000.00. The High Volume Business targets
managed-risk “blue chip” volume users of steel and
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related products.
This results in BSI disposing of a 51.12% interest in Isilo
Steel to Isilo Investments.
In order to finance the Subscription, BSI has subscribed
for, and Isilo Investments has issued to BSI, one cumulative
redeemable non-participating preference share for a subscription price of R32 299 000.00. The coupon rate on the
Preference Share will be the prime rate less 2% and the
Preference Share will be redeemed by way of dividends. The
final redemption amount of the Preference Share will be
determined by adjusting the Preference Share Subscription
Price according to a formula based on net profits after tax
earned by Isilo Steel up until and including the year ending
31 March 2020, which amount is limited to R75 000 000.00.
Full details of the transaction can be found on Sharenet.

Opportunities abound for Eezi Laser

“W

hen there is an opportunity, take it,” said Lappies
Labuschagne, one of three active partners in a
recently established metal forming business
located in Koedoespoort, north of Pretoria.
“Being the owner of a business or in a partnership
situation it is likely that many have thought about the
idea before, but lacked the business knowledge or
funds required to launch the venture successfully. So
when the opportunity arose for me and partners Louis
Bernhardi and Ernst Putter, we did not hesitate.”
Eezi Laser was just recently established in March
2017 and only took delivery of its own sheet metal
processing machines in June 2017. During this
‘downtime’ the partners had plenty of organisational
and administrative tasks to complete but they were
also not idle in the area of securing business for their
fledgling sheet metal processing company, and this has
enabled them to keep their new machines busy since they
were installed.
“Myself and Louis are in our late fifties so it was not a
decision we took lightly. However we saw the opportunities and
with the engineering experience that we have gained over the
years we were confident that we could make it work. Ernst is
much younger at the age of 31 but he has a number of years
experience in laser cutting and press brake bending. Each of
us has our own attributes and fortunately we are able to
dovetail in our skills.”
“Louis and I met at Transnet when we were doing our
tool and die apprenticeships and have remained friends ever
since. Our relationship goes even deeper than that. We worked
together at Transnet for a number of years before going our
separate ways. We then teamed up again at a metal processing
company in the Pretoria area where we spent 28 years as
colleagues. By coincidence our respective sons are following
the same path as us. They both work at a design and drafting
company involved in hydro mechanical design, manufacturing
and consulting services.”
“The company that they work for is experiencing strong
growth and the demand for sheet metal processed components
and products is also growing. They were experiencing
frustrations with their suppliers and needed to seek a solution
without taking on the responsibility of starting and running a
new business or division and this is how we came into the

The new Prima Power Platino Fiber 2D laser cutting machine
processes sheets up to 1 500 x 3 000mm, has a 3kW IPG
power source and off-line programming is done with the
Prima Power Maestro-Libellula® system
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The new Prima Power Platino Fiber 2D laser cutting machine that
Eezi Laser have purchased and had installed by Talmac Machine Tools

discussions. Although Louis and I did not have any direct
involvement in operating sheet metal processing machines
these kind of machines were very much part of the mix where
we spent the majority of our working lives. Our experience
involved toolmaking, estimating and sales and manufacturing
backup throughout the company so we gained enough knowhow and experience to be confident that we could run with it if
an opportunity was presented to us.”
“To complete the team we approached Ernst and he
jumped at the opportunity. At the time he was a colleague of
ours working in the laser and press brake department and
needed a new challenge in his life.”
“We might not be the biggest in the industry but we will
grow as we add more equipment and staff. At the moment
there are only eight staff and only one is on the administrative
side. The rest of us are out there on the floor operating the
machines, driving the forklift and doing whatever it takes to
keep production going.”
Old school principles
“We operate under old school principles here with one of
the key elements being that of focusing on quick-response

The new Prima Power Platino Fiber 2D laser cutting machine
cuts mild steel up to 20mm, stainless steel up to 12mm,
aluminium up to 10mm and non ferrous metal up to 6mm



Eezi Laser partners Louis Bernhardi, Ernst Putter
and Lappies Labuschagne

For bending operations Eezi Laser have purchased a new
Yawei Synchro press brake, also supplied by Talmac Machine Tools

manufacturing. We did not want to start off by acquiring a bad
name associated with late deliveries. Besides we want those
orders to go out the door as quickly as possible as this is an
important aspect of a startup like ours. No order is too small
for us.”
“We think we are making an impression because since the
machines have been installed we have quoted on 460 requests
and converted 307 of those into orders. Not a bad conversion
rate we think.”
“The type of components manufactured varies from
general engineering to those that are used in the agriculture,
shopfitting, water, medical and enclosure industries. Where
clients request welding we also have those capabilities, but if
they need powder coating or machining operations done we
outsource.”

The main features of the Maestro-Libellula® are a nesting
module, tables-on-board (TOB), integrated virtual machine for
accurate production cost and time calculation and FBS (fast
beam switching) for grid cutting to boost speed in the case of
parallel profiles.”
“Additionally we have installed SolidWorks in our design
department and this allows us to design from concept. We can
take an idea that has been drawn on a piece of paper or from
a component someone brings in and we will take it from there.
Louis has done many of these types of developments in his life,
both for the metalworking and plastics industries. Preferably we
like to deal with clients who are looking at production runs.”

New Prima Power Platino Fiber 2D laser cutting machine
“The laser that we have purchased is a new Prima Power
Platino Fiber 2D laser cutting machine that was installed by
Talmac Machine Tools.”
“The Platino Fiber is highly flexible and it is suitable for
cutting a wide range of materials, including highly-reflective
metals, and with the zero setup time the machine can change
from cutting flat sheet metal to processing square and
rectangular tubes. Currently we cut mild steel up to 20mm,
stainless steel up to 12mm, aluminium up to
10mm and non ferrous metal up to 6mm.”
“Our Platino Fiber is processing sheets
up to 1 500 x 3 000mm and has a 3kW IPG
power source. The combined speed of the
linear axes is 140m/min and the acceleration
is 1.2 g for each axis.”
“For off-line programming we are using
the Prima Power Maestro-Libellula® system.

The type of components manufactured by Eezi Laser varies from
general engineering to those that are used in the agriculture,
shopfitting, water, medical and enclosure industries
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Yawei press brake
“For our bending operations we have purchased a new
Yawei Synchro press brake, also from Talmac Machine Tools.
The PBH series from Yawei was only launched in 2016 and they
include premium features such as automatic crowning and
reflex, Lazersafe guarding, Rolleri tooling and Delem DA CNC
controllers.”
“The model PBH 160-3100 that we have purchased
features a 160 ton bending force, a 3 100mm bending length
with 2 600mm between the frames, a 410mm throat depth, a
215mm ram stroke and a 520mm open height.”
“In the true sense we are not yet a service centre sheet
metal company although we
do TIG and MIG welding on the
premises and also have two
milling machines and a
2 000mm between centres
lathe for smaller machined
components.”
“If we look at the
processed components that
we have completed we find
that they are ending up on a
diverse range of products in an
Eezi Laser also offers TIG
equally diverse range of
and MIG welding and
market sectors. We really
powder coating services
look at ourselves as being
subcontractors to our clients. We provide them with precision
cut material in a number of hours as opposed to days when it
comes to relying on other subcontractors.”
“As we grow we will add more equipment and offer other
metal cutting processes and services. We only occupy 580m²
of space at the moment and would like to increase that
substantially.”
For further details contact Lappies Labuschagne of
Eezi Laser on 082 874 1784 or visit www.eezi-laser.co.za

IDC starts to sell off
struggling Scaw units

F

or over a year now the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC) has been seeking strategic
equity partners for its struggling steel subsidiary
Scaw Metals, which reported a loss of over R1 billion
for 2016.
The restructuring of its steel subsidiary Scaw Metals into
three standalone entities is now at an advanced stage with
plans to secure strategic equity partners (SEPs) for each of
the units said CEO Geoffrey Qhena while presenting the
IDC’s results in Polokwane, Limpopo.
In a recent emailed letter to Scaw Metals’ suppliers the
company says that the IDC had reached an agreement with
the Barnes Southern Palace Consortium to dilute its
shareholding in Scaw’s rolled products and wire rod products
businesses, which employ more than half of Scaw’s 3 500
workforce.
The letter continues: “Following IDC's strategic decision
to dilute its shareholding in Scaw, through the introduction of
Strategic Equity Partners (SEP) an agreement has been
concluded with Barnes Southern Palace Consortium (BSP).
BSP has lodged an application with the South African
competition authorities 'to approve its application as the
SEP for Scaw’s Rolled Products and Wire Rod Products
businesses’.”
“Through the SEP process the IDC has sought to identify
partner’s that have proven operational experience, local and
global market reach and a willingness to invest, grow and
add-value to the Rolled Products and Wire Rod Products
businesses of Scaw.”
“BSP is comprised of the Barnes Group and Southern
Palace. The Barnes Group is a South African company with
significant industrial interests, Southern Palace is a black
owned and managed diversified industrial holding company,
and is one of Scaw’s current BEE partners. BSP will acquire
a controlling interest in Scaw’s Rolled Products and Wire Rod

Products business. BSP has a track record of successful
business achievements and, as its members are sizable local
companies in both the steel value-addition industry and other
related industries, its combined reach and experience will
provide additional markets and opportunities for growth.
The IDC will continue to hold significant share holding in the
Rolled Products and Wire Rod Products businesses alongside
BSP.”
“In the meantime, the separate corporatisation of Scaw’s
Grinding Media and Cast Products businesses will commence
and an announcement relating to the SEP transaction/s
relating to these businesses is expected to be made in due
course. As such the existing Scaw Metals Group will evolve
into separate focused businesses, thus leveraging the
Strategic Equity Partnership strategy and focus sought by the
IDC.”
“The IDC will remain a significant shareholder in all the
businesses and will continue to play a key role in these
entities.”
“We would like to assure you that Scaw remains
committed to the partnership with you as a supplier. While
some changes to our systems are necessary to effect this
transaction it is our intention to make this transition as
seamless as possible for both parties. You will be notified
timeously of any alterations.”
According to reports discussions with two other SEPs for
Scaw’s grinding media and cast products divisions were at an
advanced stage, with Qhena indicating that the competition
authorities would be notified about these transactions in the
not-too-distant future.
He indicated that, all going to plan, all three transactions
should be finalised by year-end.
The Scaw Group reported a R787 million loss in 2017.
The IDC, meanwhile, reported a R2.2 billion profit for the year,
up from R223 million in the previous year.

Aveng ends talks
to sell Trident Steel

S

outh African construction group Aveng has announced
it has ended talks on the sale of its Aveng Trident Steel
business due to a failure to reach an agreement on

price.
Work for South Africa's construction industry has slowed
sharply as government contracts stall and weak commodity
prices hit demand from the mining industry. Companies have
had to employ new strategies to survive in a sector stunted by
an economy that is not expected to grow at all.
“With the termination of negotiations, we are intending
to further strengthen Aveng Trident Steel, including
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capitalising on its leading position within the automotive
sector,” said Chief Executive Kobus Verster in a statement.
Verster also said that the conclusion of a long-running
dispute in relation to claims on the Australian Queensland
Curtis Liquefied Natural Gas (QCLNG) Export Pipeline project
has resulted in a cash inflow to the group of 508 million rand
($39 million).
On settlement of the QCLNG award the group will
significantly reduce net debt by 508 million rand, the
company said. As at June 30 the group’s net debt was
1.07 billion rand.

Automechanika Johannesburg 2017
promises to be a bumper show

T

he stature of
Automechanika
Johannesburg is
growing not only locally,
but also globally, as one
of the most important
shows in Messe
Frankfurt’s portfolio of
these trade fairs for the
automotive aftermarket.
This year’s show, which
takes place at Expo
Centre, Nasrec, from
September 27-30, will be
the fifth Automechanika
show to be staged in
South Africa and is one
of 16 in the world.
“Messe Frankfurt
views its only
Automechanika trade fair
in Africa as increasingly
important not only for
South Africa, but also for
Sub-Saharan Africa where
sales of new vehicles
have plunged, making
the need to keep existing
cars, pick-ups and trucks
on the road critical for
both business and personal transport,” explained Konstantin
von Vieregge, the CEO of SA Shows Messe Frankfurt.
“The fact that Messe Frankfurt, which launched the
Automechanika brand in 1971, has recently set up a local
subsidiary company, SA Shows Messe Frankfurt, is an
indication of the priority placed on growing our exhibition
business in Sub Saharan Africa substantially. We are building
up a strong team to support our drive to increase our portfolio
of consumer shows and trade fairs in the region.”
Automechanika Johannesburg 2017 will, for the first time,
be co-located at Expo Centre with three new, related shows:
Futuroad Expo, an international truck, bus, and trailer show;
Scalex Johannesburg, a trade fair for transport systems,
infrastructure, and logistics solutions; and REIFEN, a trade fair
for the tyre industry.
“This four-shows-in-one concept is a huge boost for
businesses operating in the automotive and transport
environments, not only here in South Africa, but also,
as mentioned earlier, in Sub Saharan Africa. This event will
now be a particularly attractive offering for businesspeople
north of our borders, as we offer four, specialised exhibitions
at one venue over four days,” said Philip Otto, the
Automechanika Johannesburg Show Director.
“We are departing soon on a promotional road show into
Sub Saharan African where we will make stops in Namibia,
Zambia, Kenya and Mozambique. We expect this initiative to
result in a significant jump in the number of visitors from
outside South Africa who will come to Expo Centre in
September as we optimise the synergies that exist in the

industry sectors served
by these related trade
shows.”
“Over the years, since
the first Automechanika
trade fair was held in
South Africa in 2009, we
have continued to grow
the number of exhibitors
and visitors to these
biennial events. We
already have more
than 500 exhibitors
confirmed for this
year’s Automechanika
Johannesburg and the
co-located shows and still
have three months to go
to increase this number,”
said Otto.
The Futuroad
Expo replaces the
Johannesburg Truck and
Bus Show which was
previously co-located
with the Johannesburg
International Motor Show
and will be Sub Saharan
Africa’s leading
professional event for the
truck, bus, and trailer industry, bringing together the suppliers
and buyers in the region to see new products, innovations,
technologies, and services, to share ideas and build business
relationships. There are plans to stage a half-day conference
for this sector of the transport industry.
“There has been positive response to the Futuroad Expo
as it is a business-to-business (B2B) event and not a
consumer/B2B exhibition as was the case with the
Johannesburg Truck and Bus Show in the past. The fact that
it will be a four-day show instead of an 11-day exhibition is
also finding favour with exhibitors,” said Josh Low, Group
Exhibitions Director of SA Shows Messe Frankfurt.
“We are therefore very pleased that many of the relevant
organisations are using Automechanika Johannesburg as a
venue for major conferences. These include the Retail Motor
Industry organisation (RMI), Motor Industry Staff Association
(MISA), Motor Industry Workshop Association, Fuel Retailers’
Association, SA Bus Operators’ Association (SABOA), Collision
Repairers Association (CRA), Road Freight Association
(RFA), Engine Remanufacturing Association (ERA), SA Diesel
Fuel Injection Association (SADFIA) and the SA Motor Body
Repairers Association (SAMBRA).”
“In addition, the Autobarn retail stores network is
meeting at the show, the Gordon Institute of Business
Science will hold a conference on “Doing Business in Africa”
and the RMI, together with its British associate, the Institute
of the Motor Industry (IMI) is organising a skills conference
in addition to having a joint industry breakfast with
MISA.”
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Large DMG MORI 5-axis

milling machine investment gears up
Titanus Slew Rings for new business

N

o matter if your work is
in Gear Manufacturing,
Machine Construction,
Tool & Mould Construction,
Energy Technology or
Aerospace, a clear trend is the
creation of highly complex, high
precision & quality workpieces
of large dimensions.
Titanus Slew Rings (TSR),
formerly known as Titanus
Engineering, was founded in
1975 by Renato Casagrande
as a general engineering
concern. In 1985 a strategic
decision was taken to focus
and further specialise the
company’s production facilities
towards the manufacture and
reconditioning of slew
bearings. The company was
renamed Titanus Slew Rings
(TSR) and moved to a facility in
Meadowdale, Isando.
The new DMG MORI DMU 210 P five-axis milling machine with gearMILL software
Slewing bearings are widely
that Titanus Slew Rings has purchased
used on many types of
machinery for a variety of industries. Slewing bearings can
introduce as much natural light as possible into the working
accommodate axial, radial and moment loads. They are
area. The building is further equipped with a 289 KWp roof
typically used in hoists, stackers, reclaimers, shiploaders, rock
mounted solar installation that seamlessly integrates with
crushers, pelletising mills, excavators, amusement park rides,
Eskom supply as and when required. Structurally it has been
vehicle turntables and displays, truck-mounted cranes, tower
built to easily accommodate heavier cranes. The company
cranes, and solar panels, as well as in rotating bridges. The
has seven cranes that have a load lifting capacity of 50 tons
slew bearing drives in heavy machinery enable higher torque,
and a height of 12,5 metres under hook, more than enough
speed reduction and rotational functions.
capacity to accommodate large components such as the slew
Slewing rings have a compact design, which facilitates
rings to a maximum OD of 6 500mm.
ease of use and can be manufactured with internal or
The company has ten CNC vertical borers capable of
external gear teeth, with ball and/or roller raceways. Generally
machining slew rings and components from 300mm in
slewing rings are manufactured to customer specifications
diameter to 6 500mm in diameter. Some of the vertical
in alloy carbon steel material. Where weight consideration is
borers are also equipped with live spindles allowing
essential, such as in aerospace or military applications, slew
multi-tasking in a single setup, resulting in greater accuracy
bearing are manufactured from aluminium and fitted with
and efficiency.
hardened wire raceways. This typically achieves a weight
saving of 60% over standard steel slew bearings.
You-Ji model VTH5000ATC+C-II CNC vertical lathe
When the company moved into its new factory in 2014 a
Another strategic decision
You-Ji model VTH5000ATC+C-II CNC vertical lathe, purchased
The company took a strategic decision in 2013 when
from Machine Tool Promotions, was added to its machining
it was selected by the SKA Organisation, as a local
capabilities. The table diameter is 5 000mm with a maximum
manufacturing partner to supply slew bearings for 63 of the
swing of 6,900mm and a component height of 3 200mm.
64 antenna positioners for the South African MeerKAT radio
The table features a hydrostatic bearing, allowing for a
telescope, which form an integral part of the project.
maximum table load of 100 tons. Ram features include
This involved moving into a new 12 000m² under
a live spindle and it can accept a range of axial and radial
roof, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Tunney,
milling heads, automatically loaded from the attachment
Elandsfontein. The facility was purpose built to suit production
changer.
workflow requirements. The Directors wanted something
Additionally TSR has ten gear cutters capable of
completely different in terms of architecture for industrial
cutting internal and external gears and are able to offer
premises. The design of the new building was mainly a
gear cutting services to customers, including the manufacture
consideration of form following function, in an attempt to
and reconditioning of girth gears. The maximum size external
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Using DMG MORI’s gearMill CAM software
DMG MORI DMU 210 P five-axis milling machine eliminates any
requirements for special tooling

gear that TSR can gear cut is 7 100mm in diameter and on
the internal range they can cut a maximum of 4 000mm in
diameter.
New DMG MORI DMU 210 P 5-Axis milling machine with
gearMILL software
“We at TSR believe it is fundamental to embrace new
technology in order to remain competitive and relevant in
our field of precision engineering. With our latest addition,
a Deckel Maho DMU 210 P, we have the capability to perform
5-axis simultaneous machining of components to the highest
level of precision,” said Director Marco Casagrande.
“The DMU 210 P provides its users with significant added
value as regards optics due to the huge viewing panels of the
new DMG design, an optimised work area on the XYZ that
measures 2 100mm x 2 100mm x 1 250mm, an integrated
motor spindle (HSK100) of 12 000rpm, rapid traverse
speeds for the XYZ of 60/40/40m/min, a 60 pocket
tool changer, 5-axes simultaneous processing through a
Heidenhain TC 640 control, a NC-rotary table with controlled
B-axis, thermo-symmetrical construction, as well as 3-point
support for quick installation, gantry design with vertically

With the introduction of the new machine Titanus Slew Rings are
now able to do the complete machining of milling and turning
operations in one clamp. Titanus Slew Rings have also calculated
that the machining of a component that would normally take two
weeks can now be done in two days on the DMU 210 P

An example of what can be milled on the
DMG MORI DMU 210 P five-axis milling machine

traversable crossbeam with hydraulic weight compensation
for high precision and dynamics, short and continuous throat
depth of the milling head (not plunger construction) and
B-axis with improved interference contour and built-in cable
track.”
“Where component weight is concerned, we are talking
about machining components up to 8 000 kilograms.”
Complete machining of large components
“The new machine allows us to perform 5-sided and/or
5-axis simultaneous machining, including turning, in one
set-up. The combination of milling and turning guarantees
maximum precision and shorter machining times. The
innovative applications are supported by numerous helpful
options and features in both the software and hardware.”
“In conjunction with that, we have propriety DMG MORI
gearMILL software, allowing the milling of most types of gear
forms, including spur, helical, double helical, bevel, spiral
bevel and worm gears, both in the soft and hardened
condition.
“The advantage of a machine of this size is that both a
large gear and its matching pinion can be manufactured on 

In February 2017 the editor was invited to attend
the DMG MORI Open House event at Deckel Maho Pfronten,
Germany and took this picture of Titanus Slew Rings’
machine in the assembly bay
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“The advantage of a machine of this size is that both a large gear
and its matching pinion can be manufactured on the same machine. This means
the pair is manufactured as a perfect fitting match without deviances being introduced
due to manufacture on differing machines.”
the same machine. This means the pair is manufactured
as a perfect fitting match without deviances being introduced
due to manufacture on differing machines. Moreover, the
precision and repeatability from this machine means that
once a set is manufactured future spares (either gear or
pinion) could be ordered individually and not as matched sets.”
Standard tooling for Gear machining
“DMG MORI’s gearMill CAM software programmes
multitasking machines for a variety of gear operations,
including 5-axis simultaneous machining of spiral bevel
gears. The software does not require a solid model of the
gear and can programme the gear with data from the part
print. The software visually applies profile modifications
such as profile and lead crowing. Gears can be machined
using a 5-axis process or the Invomilling process, and
standard tools can be used independent of the geometry of
the gear profile.”
“A big advantage when using a DMG MORI DMU 210 P
5-axis milling machine to manufacture a variety of gears such
as spiral bevels, spur, helical and internal gears is the use of
standard tools. No specialist tools are required.”
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Capabilities beyond gear manufacture with
TopSolid CADCAM software
“Although the DMG MORI DMU P210 is incredibly well
suited to gear manufacture, by purchasing a high end
CADCAM software package such as Topsolid, TSR has
ensured that it is well equipped to manufacture any high
precision, complex parts. Industries that TSR will focus on
servicing in the future are the aerospace and military and
those that require specialised rotating equipment. This is in
addition to the industries that we already service with our
other high-tech equipment.”
“We continually drive our business toward specialised
engineered solutions. Our clients are coming up with unique
gear designs as well as complex machining requirements —
we need flexible equipment to address these needs. While,
we successfully meet the high-quality demands of our clients,
there’s always a push to exceed their expectations,” said
TSR Director Marco Casagrande.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools
on TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za or
contact Titanus Slew Rings on TEL: 087 310 2880 or
visit www.tsr.co.za

Building excitement for engineering
at school level
Commitment to the Altair STEM initiative.

A

ltair
South
Africa
once again
hosted a group
of potential
engineering
students as
part of
their STEM
(Science,
Technology,
Engineering
& Maths)
initiative to
expose them
to the
opportunities
available
in the
engineering
field.
“The main criteria to attend the day was obviously an
interest in studying engineering. The project has grown
exponentially since we started three years ago, with over
60 learners joining us this year,” explains Gronum Smith,
Country Manager of Altair SA.
The invitation was extended to all schools in the area
including Malibu High, Oval Engineering School, Paul Roos
Gymnasium, Kayamandi High, Cloetesville High and Rhenish
Girls High in Stellenbosch, and Parel Vallei, Strand High and
Hottentots Holland in the Somerset West area.
“This year we tested their analytical skills with practical
sessions, which they seemed to enjoy, along with all the
presentations,” said Gronum.
The keynote speaker was Christopher Maxwell from
Bloodhound SSC, who spoke about the technology behind
building a car to go faster than 1 000 mph, which resulted in
lots of questions from the audience. Other presentations,
along with those from Altair, focused on each engineering
discipline including aeronautical (SA National Space
Agency), industrial (University of Stellenbosch), mechatronics
(Greenchain Engineering), civil (By Design), chemical (Veolia)
and electrical/software (Alphawave).
Feedback from the pupils was positive and many of them
appreciated the value of such a day. The common thread
throughout the day by all the presenters was work hard, be
passionate, take risks, be entrepreneurial and realise that
learning never ends.
“One pupil’s comment at the end of the day of ‘I had never
considered mechanical engineering but had decided during
the mechanical engineering session that it is my chosen career
and I just wanted to say thank you for that’ definitely makes a
day like this worthwhile,” said Gronum.
For further details contact Fiona Richardson of Altair
South Africa on TEL: 021 831 1500 or visit www.altair.com
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Toyota SA investigating

manufacturing other models

T

oyota SA wants to add
another vehicle to its
local production line-up
to absorb spare capacity
created by diminishing
demand for its Corolla car
range.
“We are investigating
another vehicle to make
use of the capacity no
longer used by Corolla at our
Prospection, Durban plant,”
said CEO Andrew Kirby
He would not identify
candidates and did not say
whether Toyota SA would
continue to build Corollas
indefinitely.
Toyota’s Prospecton
assembly plant in Durban
has annual capacity to build
84 000 Corollas. In 2016, it
assembled only 17 728. That
number includes the latest
Corolla and the Quest,
a cheaper version based on the
previous-generation Corolla.
Once the dominant product at Prospecton, Corolla is now
a junior partner to the Hilux bakkie and its Fortuner sport
utility sibling. In 2016, Toyota built 93 063 Hiluxes and
Fortuners, from a capacity of 120 000.
“Nothing is finalised. No decision has been made yet. We
are investigating a couple of models. We are immersed in a
global process of allocating resources within Toyota,” said
Kirby.
He says the “sluggish” South African and African
economies are “making it difficult to justify such
investments”.
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Prospecton also builds the Quantum taxi and Hino trucks.
Not only is Hilux South Africa’s best-selling vehicle — a title
once held by Corolla — but it also dominates Toyota’s exports.
In the last six months, Toyota has exported 568 Corollas and
19 036 Hiluxes. Add Fortuner and this number rises to
20 076.
It is the same imbalance in the local market. Over the
same period, Toyota sold 24 398 Hiluxes and Fortuners,
against 8 462 Corollas. That Corolla number includes the
up-to-date Corolla, Quest and Auris, an imported relative.
Kirby said domestic sales had been hurt by a buyer shift
away from the mid-market segment in which the Corolla sits.
New-vehicle sales have been in decline since 2014 and
straitened economic circumstances have
pushed buyers towards entry-level cars, where
the main Toyota beneficiary has been the
cheaper Etios, which is imported from India.
Kirby said he expected full-year 2017
sales of all vehicles including trucks and
buses, to improve marginally over 2016 —
552 000 against 547 545 — but 2018 would
be another “flat” year. Exports would also be
challenging. Kirby said the collapse of new
vehicle sales across Africa would continue to
hamper Toyota SA, as it has all motor
companies in South Africa.
Of the 43 African countries to which
Toyota SA exports, many have been hurt by
collapsed oil and commodities prices. Many
of the continent’s vehicle markets were
dominated by used imports, but as
governments began to clamp down on this
mostly unofficial trade, Kirby said, Africa
would finally start to show its true potential.

Hino 500 Series truck

to be assembled at Toyota
South Africa Motors’ Durban plant
The new 500 heavy-commercial vehicle will be the first new 500 truck range
in South Africa in 15 years.

T

oyota South Africa has
announced that assembly
of its new Hino 500 Series
truck will start at Toyota South
Africa Motors’ Durban plant in
November. The first prototypes
have already been built, says
Hino South Africa senior
manager Leslie Long.
South Africa is Hino’s ninth
largest global market outside
Japan. Indonesia, Thailand and
the US rank first, second and
third, respectively, says Hino
Motors overseas sales and
marketing managing officer
Toshiaki Yasuda. Hino sold
170 000 trucks last year, with
63 000 of these units sold in its
Japanese home market.
Yasuda says it is Hino’s
ambition to increase sales
outside Japan in 2017, which
should be possible considering
the current state of the global economy.
Part of the Japanese company’s strategy to grow its global
footprint is to expand its business in Africa, where it does not
have so much of a history, said Yasuda.
The company wants to use its South African base to
penetrate the Southern African market, with trucks sold in this
market to be supplied from the Durban plant.
The Hino truck brand may be 75 years old and Hino’s
history can be traced back 100 years, but Japan’s leading
heavy and extra-heavy truck manufacturer for the past
44 years is certainly moving ahead strongly in the
21st century. Production is increasing, exports are growing,
a high-tech factory has been commissioned and an
important new generation Hino 500 range is being rolled out
worldwide.
The new range of Hino 500 trucks is the result of many
years of intensive research and development in Japan and
globally. The project began in 2010 and the first concept was
presented to management a year later. It then took five years
of ongoing development before it went into production and
was sold first in Indonesia in 2015.
Central Africa and countries such as Kenya are growing in
importance for Hino. In North Africa, political instability has
dampened prospects for growth. The South African market
will, however, remain Hino’s main focus in the next three to
five years, despite currency and economic volatility, as well as
intense competition, with all Japanese brands represented in
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the domestic market.
“Without success in South Africa, our strategy in Africa
will not work,” said Yasuda in a recent report.
The article says cost pressures are starting to mount for
the world’s traditional truck brands as emerging Chinese and
Indian brands continue their onslaught on the global market,
with price point still the major competitive advantage on offer.
The report says while Yasuda believes that Chinese and
Indian brands do not compete directly with Hino, it is true
that Hino will face direct competition from these brands in
future. To counter this, Hino will have to offer better
technology, while, at the same time, cutting costs as much
as possible.
“One way to reduce costs would be to source truck parts
from India and China, but at Hino quality standards,” says
Yasuda. Hino has a number of factories abroad, including in
China, Indonesia and Thailand.
Every Hino assembled in South Africa is built from
knockdown kits supplied from Japan. Yasuda believes
South African component makers are unable to supply most
parts on a competitive basis against Japanese manufacturers.
The volume of truck sales in South Africa is also too low to
create economies of scale.
“While we do assemble trucks in South Africa, it will not
be easy to increase the local content substantially,” said
Yasuda.

Big data and connected cars
will disrupt the car industry

I

n order to stay
relevant and
thrive in one of
the most dynamic
industries to date
that is big data, one
has to make the
most of the mass
data says Matthew
Young in a SA
Business Index
article. By
understanding
your customers,
identifying market
opportunities and
anticipating relevant
developments you
are ensuring that
your business
stays at the top.
However, this can be achieved only if you successfully manage
the four key attributes of big data:
• Volume: the quantity of data to be captured
continues to grow exponentially
• Velocity: bits and bytes have to be processed
at high speed
• Variety: data comes in many formats, from
diverse sources
• Value: data needs to be converted into
meaningful insights

The continued mass data revolution is beginning to
spread beyond the technology sector to other parts of the
world economy with transformative effects. Nowhere is this
change more dramatic than in the automotive industry, where
the rise of the connected car is changing the way we view
transportation, luxury, safety, and data. To leverage this new
development and gain access to data, more and more vehicles
are being fitted with sensors and connectivity solutions.
In fact, in a case study made by Oliver Wyman management
consultants, it is estimated that 80% of all cars sold in 2016
will be connected.
The Google car generates approximately 1GB of data
every second. To put things in perspective, consider that on
average Americans spend around 600 hours in the car per
year. If everybody drove a connected car today that would
amount to approximately 2 Petabytes of data per car per year.
And that is only US citizens. The amount of cars on the road
today is slowly creeping towards a billion.
Extracting meaningful information from this mass of mixed
data is no easy endeavor. The challenge is transmitting the
information, analysing it and redistributing it to the relevant
recipients. If achieved, the connected cars could provide a
wealth of data on vehicle movements, condition, wear and
tear of parts, and ambient conditions that would benefit the
automakers, dealerships, repair shops and drivers alike.
V2V and V2X
In the connected car discussion, you are likely to see the
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acronyms “V2V” and “V2X” pop up a lot. These are two
important concepts in the world of connected cars. The first
one, V2V, is short for “vehicle to vehicle.” It refers to all
communications between vehicles on the road.
V2V is still in its infancy in many ways, but it could kick
off a new era of road safety when it becomes more prevalent
in cars. Instead of just sensing other cars, V2V vehicles can
communicate with them directly, allowing cars to maintain an
internal map of all surrounding vehicles with their speed and
direction. That will make it much easier for the car to provide
guidance to the driver about when it is safe to change lanes,
change speed, or merge.
V2X is even more exciting — it is short for “vehicle to
everything.” This is a broader concept that extends V2V to
include infrastructure like traffic lights, stop signs, and
construction sites. When cars are able to connect with these
elements of the driving landscape, they will also be able to give
the driver warnings about upcoming speed changes and other
necessary maneuvers long before the driver can see them.
For example, when workers start repairs on a stretch of the
highway, they could set up a beacon that broadcasts a speed
reduction and lane blockage warning to incoming vehicles. The
cars then feed that info to their drivers, who can slow down
and shift lanes far in advance to save time, reduce traffic, and
promote safety.
Safety and benefits
When it comes to driving, knowledge is power. When
drivers know more about the road ahead, they can react in
advance. Right now, drivers are mostly limited to spotting
changes in the road with their eyes, and that doesn’t leave
much time to react, especially at intersections.
A good part of the reason people have accidents is
because they aren’t quite sure how much time is left in a
green or yellow light, and they try to speed through it. Imagine
a system where the car could connect to the upcoming traffic
light and put a display on the dashboard or windshield that
showed exactly how much time was left until the light changes.
That would enable drivers to decide whether they want to stay 

or go much farther in advance than they do now.
In addition to the safety features, a connected car
could also deliver much better entertainment to the car’s
passengers, streaming content over the Internet by connecting
to wireless hubs.
Challenges
That’s not to say that nothing stands in the way of
connected cars. They are still untested, and the public will
need a lot of convincing to adopt a new style of car. In addition,
the recent months have made it very clear that any Internetconnected device is vulnerable to hacking attacks.
Researchers have already demonstrated the ability to hack
into a connected car and remotely turn on the brakes, for
example. Furthermore, nobody knows how to legislate a
connected car yet, so regulatory delays could push back the
arrival date of connected cars for consumers.

The cloud
Cars with roaming access to cloud storage also open up a
lot of exciting possibilities. For example, cars could have access
to enormous libraries of maps, shortcuts, and self-guided
tours. They could also give their passengers access to that
cloud storage, allowing them an unprecedented ability to work
on technical tasks while on the road.
The future of the connected car looks bright, as companies
experiment with autonomous cars that tap into V2X capabilities
to create one massive, self-driving network of vehicles. This
would cut casualties to a minimum by taking human error out
of the equation.
Nobody knows how this would affect the process of creating
cars, but undoubtedly new jobs in car software development
will become essential to the economy. What are your
predictions for the connected car? Are you enthusiastic about
the new technologies that come with this new revolution?

South African car industry

economic transformation plan revealed

S

outh Africa’s
vehicle
manufacturers
are to create a
transformation fund that
would allocate funds to
develop black ownership
in the supply chain and
vehicle dealership
network. The industry has
also developed a vision
and master plan to 2035.
Details of the
transformation fund and
the master plan were
disclosed at a media
briefing recently that
was addressed by
ANC treasurer-general
Zweli Mkhize and several industry executives. The briefing
follows discussions between the parties ahead of the ANC’s
policy conference.
Mkhize said there was a much better understanding of
radical economic transformation in the automotive industry
than in other sectors.
He said there was much scepticism about radical
economic transformation, but the ANC believes there had to
be a new way of doing business in South Africa, and
“the leadership in this sector have openly embraced that
approach”.
Mike Whitfield, the president of the National Association
of Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (Naamsa) and
the managing director of Nissan South Africa, said the growth
of the automotive industry was a tribute to the interaction
between the various stakeholders and the stable policy
environment.
“It’s one industry we cannot afford to ever take a step
backward in. If you look at Australia, where policy and the
industry did not align, it fundamentally does not have an

assembly industry
anymore,” he said.
Andrew Kirby, a
Naamsa member and
president and the chief
executive of Toyota South
Africa Motors, said the
industry had recognised
the need to play a more
active role in supporting
industrialisation and in
solving some of the
country’s challenges.
Kirby said one critical
element they recognised
was the need to develop
a fund that supported
transformation in the
industry, and they had
developed a vision and a master plan with targets they aimed
to achieve by 2035.
He said these targets included increasing total annual
manufacturing volumes from 600 000 to 1.4 million vehicles
and local content levels in domestically produced vehicles
from 38 per cent to 60 per cent, and doubling employment in
the industry and the number of black-owned enterprises.
Tim Abbott, another Naamsa member and the chief
executive of BMW Group South Africa and sub-Saharan Africa,
said the major original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in
South Africa had come together to work out a long-term plan
for the industry.
Abbott said the transformation fund would be held through
a black fund manager with a board of management that
included OEMs and the government through the Department
of Trade and Industry.
He said money would be allocated to develop black
ownership in the supply chain and of vehicle dealerships, and
black-owned companies would also receive support with
management.
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First locally-made
Mercedes-AMG C43 4MATIC
makes its debut in East London

E

xcitement was at an all
time high as the first
locally manufactured
Mercedes-AMG C43 4MATIC
rolled off the production line in
East London, Eastern Cape.
Since its official launch
earlier in the year, the AMG
brand promise: Driving
Performance and the associated
typical character traits can now
be experienced by an even
broader target group.
When it comes to
Mercedes-AMG products, we
automatically assume that they
are manufactured in Germany
and then shipped to markets
around the world.
This is not the case as the

Mercedes-Benz plant in East London has started building
C-Class sedan AMG products, with the first completed unit
rolling off the production line recently.
The Mercedes-Benz facility in East London, South Africa, is
one of the best examples of local automotive manufacturing.
It forms a major part of the C-Class production network and
it makes both left-hand and right-hand drive models for the
global market.
The factory also makes the plug-in hybrid C 350
derivatives and recently, its production line was expanded to
include the AMG models.
The Mercedes-AMG C43 4MATIC and C 63 will now be
built at the East London facility and it is great that Daimler
sees South Africa worthy of further investment.
The first car has already been completed and it was a
white C43 sedan. The new Mercedes-AMG C43 4MATIC is
based on the most powerful production model of the C-Class,
the C 400 4MATIC. The engineers have revised many
technical features of the new AMG sports model. Their
objective: A high level of authentic driving dynamics geared
towards the Mercedes-AMG C 63.
To this end, a host of suspension components were
adopted from the top-of-the-line V8 model. The driver also
feels the DNA of the C 63 in the application of the engine and
transmission management. Agility and sportiness dominate
the intense driving experience in the C43 4MATIC on every
kilometre.
Featuring a 270 kW 3.0-litre V6 twin-turbocharged engine,
this baby AMG bridges the gap between the brisk C400 and
the sledgehammer C 63.
This means the entire C-Class sedan range is now
manufactured in East London.
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Argent not happy
with state help for
ArcelorMittal

M

etal products maker Argent Industrial has criticised
the government for granting ArcelorMittal SA import
tariff protection, saying South Africa’s largest steel
producer is “hell-bent” on creating an inefficient primary
steel supply monopoly, while killing off downstream steel
processing through higher input costs, according to a Business
Day report.
Argent said in its recent results statement for the year
to March that General Motors’ departure from South Africa
meant that Argent would close its automotive plant before the
end of September.
“The current steel-trading environment is very difficult, with
the government hell-bent on creating an inefficient singular
carbon steel supply monopoly,” CEO Treve Hendry said in the
results statement. “The recent price increases did manage to
turn this sector around. However, the sudden announcement
from General Motors that they are disinvesting from South
Africa will result in our automotive plant being closed.”
In this regard, the group had provided an additional
R2 million in the form of stock provisions but had not provided
for the cost of retrenchments and the capital losses on
equipment, which would be market dependent.
That said, the company’s revenue for the year grew 8% to
R1.8 billion and taxed profit grew 14% to R63 million. Argent
declared a final dividend of 11 cents, taking its total for the
year to 19 cents — 1 cent higher than the previous year’s.
The group also said its core manufacturing division was
hit by the downturn in the economy and rand strength in the
period. However, its main brands performed to expectations,
although steel furniture and the Jetmaster fire division showed
negative returns. Cedar Paint, though, was profitable and
was no longer on the “watch list”. However, it was closing its
branch in Bloemfontein and downsizing in Klerksdorp.
“We have also consolidated the control of the Durban
operation into the Pretoria factory, which has had the effect
of reducing the administrative costs along with improving
the financial control and customer service levels,”
Hendry said.
Argent also said its Hendor Mining business was handed
an “unexpected court ruling” by the Constitutional Court
relating to an unfair dismissal case from 2007 for which it
had provided R4.5 million in the current financial year. Hendor
makes scrapers for heavy-earthmoving machinery, supplying
all major mining groups, and also exports products. The ruling
came as the new Mining Charter had further placed jobs in
jeopardy amid low commodities prices.
Argent said its steel trading operations continued to trade
positively, with an emphasis on reducing stock. The group said
the outlook remained positive and it was well positioned to
take advantage of any upswing in the South African economy
as well as being in a position where it could rely on its
overseas operations for positive growth and as a hedge
against the rand.
But it said that South Africa’s current macroeconomic
situation and the unpredictability of the domestic political
environment had uncertain implications.
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Matthew And Son reborn

T

he name of the company sounds
like the single written, composed
and performed by well-known
singer-songwriter Cat Stevens. Stevens
selected the song — Matthew and Son —
as the title song for his 1967 debut
album. The song remains Cat Stevens’
highest charting single in the British Isles,
reaching number two in the UK and
number three in Ireland in early 1967.
At the time Stevens was a newly signed
teenager and the song, according to
Stevens, took its name from the tailor,
Henry Matthews, who made suits for him.
Matthew And Son Engineering does
not have the romantic lure as the famous
musician or the song that made Stevens
a household name to those from that era.
It is purely coincidental that the
manufacturing and fabrication
engineering business should end up
ironically living up to the lyrics of the song
The new Doosan 5100 XLMB turning center that Matthew And Son
recently purchased and was installed in August 2017
“there’s always something new”.
“The truth is that when I started the
company in March 1981 I was very keen that my father would
involved in engineering manufacturing or distribution of
join the company. My father had been in the foundry and scrap
engineering products.
metal business for many years. Unfortunately, my father’s
“I qualified as a fitter and turner and gained some working
health deteriorated and he retired. My father’s first name was
experience at a well-known German owned pump manufacturer
also Matthew and that is why I chose the name Matthew And
before starting my own business. The beginning wasn't quite
Son Engineering,” said Matthew Mayhew Snr who started the
like I had envisaged. I gave my employers six months notice
company at the age of 29.
that I wanted to go on my own and that I would help train up
“My father never did join the company. It was only in 2009
somebody to take my place. Well they did not see it like that
when my son, who is also a Matthew joined, that the name of
and the day after handing in my notice I was on the street,
the company finally reflected its true meaning.”
unemployed.”
Mayhew comes from a long lineage of Mayhew men
“I was lucky enough that I had an association with a
involved in the metalworking engineering industry. Grandfather
well-known general engineering company based in Booysens,
Harry Mayhew had a foundry that was located in Eloff Street,
Johannesburg. The company owners very generously allowed
Johannesburg and Mayhew is one of five brothers, all of them
me to do some machining work for their industrial power


Matthew And Son are using a Komet KUB® V464
solid drills with an ABS® T connection for deep-hole drilling
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The Doosan Puma 5100 XLMB turning center can accommodate
components up to 3 000mm in length and 650mm turning diameter.
The machine also has a milling function and a bigger motor than
what is normally supplied with this machine

Matthew And Son uses a 6-axis robotic
welding system

Large cut-to-size blocks ready to be machined on the
new Doosan 5100 XLMB turning center

transmission division on a contractual basis and this marked
the beginning of my company over 36 years ago. That company
has subsequently been purchased by a German international
company but it still remains as one of our top clients that we
machine components for.”
“I was very grateful to the owners for giving me a chance
but I had to learn fast as to how to run my own business.”
The early pictorial history of the company shows Mayhew,
like many others before him, operating from residential
premises, before moving to a factory environment. The
company made its first move to rented premises as early as
its first year of existence. The industrial area that Matthew
And Son moved to — Sebenza, Gauteng — is still the area it is
located in today. During this time there were only two moves
required because of expansion before settling in its own
factory that Matthew Snr had purchased and renovated in
2001.
“In the early 1980s the industry was challenging and
obtaining work was difficult. During this time my wife Patricia
became an essential part of the business. Patricia helped with
all the administration functions, daily tasks and personal

support, which helped in our early success.”
Matthew And Son is an old-school type engineering shop
with three fundamental elements — cost, quality and time —
being the emphasis for the company’s service delivery. Mayhew
grew up using conventional lathe and milling equipment as well
as George Fischer copy lathes for metal removal operations.
Other conventional equipment was also necessary from early
on, which enhanced the scope of operations that it could offer
clients.

Components machined on one of
Matthew And Son’s CNC lathes
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Acquisition of Ledbury Lamps
As with any metal machining operation, Mayhew has seen
plenty of projects come through the door both for general
engineering and production runs. The work focused mainly on
milling and turning operations and this still forms the core of
the business. However, in 1997 the company broke out of its
mould when it acquired an outdoor lighting company entitled
Ledbury Lamps.
“We suddenly had to think differently because we now
had our own products that we were going to manufacture
and assemble but we would also have to market them.

Matthew And Son machine a variety
of components including shafts



Additionally we had to
an injection of pace and
start dealing with
fresh ideas.
outside suppliers, such as
“Through his hard
foundries, other than the
work my father built the
normal metal merchant
company to be in a
suppliers. 20 years later
comfortable position with
that company still
a reputable name. One
operates very successfully
of his many strengths is
having now specialised in
that he has always been
the cast aluminium
a hands-on person and
decorative outdoor
is very content when he
lighting segment.”
is operating one of his
“Ledbury Lamps
George Fischer’s. He
manufactures for both
has also had to be very
commercial and private
creative on the low-cost
clientele. We don’t
machine tools to
compete in the mass
manufacture the
market supply side but
high-value precision
The measuring department at Matthew And Son
rather in the area where
components for clients
we deal directly. Standard, as well as custom designs are
and has always been proud of what the company can
offered and all our lamps are of modular design that can be
accomplish through this kind of engineering.”
paired with any of our pedestals, wall brackets, columns,
“However, he always knew that at some point, as clients’
bollards and pendants that we also manufacture and assemble
work continued to advance in complexity, the company would
here. All of the designs are manufactured in sand cast
have to add more sophisticated equipment in the machine
aluminium.”
shop to keep pace with the changing technology in the
industry.”
Matthew And Son reborn — passing the baton
“When I joined I knew that the business, as an entirety,
It was not until 2009 that the environment and business
would have to step up in a significant way if we were going to
strategy Matthew And Son initially adopted started to change.
remain competitive and retain our clients. My father and I did
Matthew Mayhew Jnr, Matthew’s son had always been involved
come to the understanding that if I joined the company I could
with the business during his formative years, mainly being
implement change and move the company into a modern era.
‘baby sat’ at the company during the school holidays, as his
This was a huge decision for him and a huge responsibility for
mother Patricia is the Financial Director of the company. It was
me. But secretly I believe Dad wanted change and just needed
always Dad’s hope and ambition that he would join the
someone to push him into it.”
company and eventually take over from him.
However, Matthew Jnr had no inclination to join the
CNC machines
company and went off and did a BSc Honours in Construction
“In recent years, machining companies have experienced
Management at Pretoria University before venturing into the
market changes that continue to impact how components are
work environment and gaining a number of years of valuable
manufactured. Shorter lead times, reduced batch sizes and
industry experience.
the drive to eliminate inventory have conspired to change the
“I spent four years working in the construction industry,
manufacturing process.”
both locally and internationally, with some of the larger
“With the advent of CNC machines it allowed machining
construction companies. Then came the persuasion to join the
operations to be more flexible. More recently it became
company and I eventually joined in 2009,” said Matthew Jnr
possible (even preferable) to combine some operations that
who has now assumed the role of Managing Director.
were previously independent manufacturing steps into a single
Timing plays a very important role in so many tales, and
setup on one machine tool namely a 5-axis machining center.
Matthew Jnr’s was no different. The company had been built
Metal deposition and additive manufacturing processes are now
on sound principles and was very successful but it needed
even possible on machines that are designed to remove metal.”

Non ferrous components are also machined by Matthew And Son
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More components machined at Matthew And Son

purchased were by no means large
“However, we had to learn to walk
before we started to run. The same year
machines that require special foundations,
our factory had not undergone any radical
that I joined the company we purchased
our first CNC machine — a turning center
improvements and modernisation since
the company moved to Mopedi Road
with a turning diameter of 350mm and
in 2001. As a result the whole factory
turning length of 410mm. It was supplied
with driven or live tooling as it is also
needed some attention, from the floors
to the workflow. This is a massive task
referred to and subsequently all the turning
centers that we purchased were also
as production and deliveries cannot stop
while you move and renovate. My previous
supplied with live tooling. Live tooling on
project management experience and
turning centers greatly expands multiple
processing capabilities. With the addition
qualifications were certainly an asset
of a Y-axis, turning and machining process
when we began this task at the beginning
of 2010 and every year we transform and
integration takes a significant step further.”
improve. This type of change does not
“We have subsequently purchased a
happen over-night but has been
further three CNC turning centers and a
CNC machining center. Some businesses
accelerated in the last year as our
would measure a productivity improvement
expansion plans for our newest and
For tool management control
largest CNC machine were finalised.”
in terms of the extra capacity gained by
Matthew And Son have installed an
“Floors have been leveled and
introducing a new CNC machine tool. This
Iscar Matrix vending system
painted, the CNC machines have been
is certainly true but we like to measure it
moved into one area of the factory, the lamp showroom and
in terms of the number of conventional machines that we no
longer need, the vast improvement in quality, the cost per
reception have been reduced in size allowing us to create a
component machined, the reduced delivery times and the
controlled atmosphere room where quality and inspection
functions are carried out, a separate area has been created
numerous other efficiencies gained. The company now strives
for tool management control where we have installed an Iscar
to keep these fundamental requirements in equilibrium for its
Matrix vending system, and the stock room has also gone
customers at all times.”
through a complete revamp.”
New CNC machines are only part of the story
“At the same time I have developed a software programme
“Although the first four CNC machines that we had
that allows us to monitor daily production and keep traceability 
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Components for various clients

records. It is not as sophisticated as some of the proprietary
software that is available but it caters for our current needs.
It has also put us in a position to achieve ISO certification that
we are working towards.”
“One of the areas that was upgraded back in 2012 was the
welding department. It was a very time consuming operation
before we purchased a 6-axis robotic welding system. We have
the need for at least two full time welders doing repetitive
work but now we have manufactured our own jigs and fixtures
and trained other members of staff to operate the system.
The result is that the system more than covers our
current requirements and we have capacity to seek more
clients.”
New Doosan 5100 XLMB turning center
The last 12 months has seen Matthew And Son change
in more ways other than just on the operational side.
Matthew Jnr’s vision of taking the company to new levels of
efficiency and resulting quality improvements has seen the
company grow substantially.
“We do not have long lists of clients on our books but
those that we do count as our regulars have recognised
what we have achieved and we are now machining more
components for them. The number of components that we

A general view of the machine shop
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machine has trebled and accordingly turnover has
gone up. However, the new projects that we are
getting involved in are what interest us.”
“For example, we have just won a contract to
machine five different components for the rail
transport industry. This contract is for five years and
requires that we invest in another CNC lathe, but
with bigger specifications.”
“In the past we have standardised on one
brand of machine. Standardising on a single brand
of machine that use a common control system
and interface has simplified job scheduling,
programming and maintenance but this is not a
critical factor anymore.”
“Amongst other reasons we have decided to
purchase a Doosan Puma 5100 XLMB turning
center that can
accommodate
components up to
3 000mm in length
and 650mm turning
diameter. The
machine also has a
milling function and
a bigger motor than
what is normally
supplied with this
machine.”
“The machine
was installed in
August and we
believe it is the first
of its kind to be
supplied by Puma
Machine Tools in
South Africa.”
“Earlier this year
Matthew And Son have recently won
I did go and visit the
contracts to machine and supply
components for the rail transport
factory in Korea and
industry. These solid bars will be
was very impressed.”
machined on the Doosan Puma
5100 XLMB turning center

Industry 4.0
“The trip also
exposed me to how the machine tool manufacturers are
encompassing Industry 4.0 and incorporating the concept into
future programmes.

Ledbury Lamps, specialising in the cast aluminium decorative
outdoor lighting segment, is part of the group. Ledbury Lamps
manufactures for both commercial and private clientele

As I am one of the millennials I
management is certainly the
am very interested in
future. Monitoring the physical
implementing automation and
processes of the factory and
data exchange in our
making decentralised decisions
manufacturing capabilities. This
is what appeals to me. Imagine
is part of my vision for the
leaving home and you already
company. We already have
know the exact position of your
software programmes like
entire company before arriving
SolidWorks for design purposes
at work? This can only happen
but the intelligence and
through digital data collection.”
information we can have at our
“Having a strong family is
finger tips by using cyber-physical
typically looked upon as a
systems, the Internet of things,
strength, but it might not be
cloud computing and cognitive
enough when it comes to
computing, all of which make up
business longevity. According to
Industry 4.0, will certainly create
the Harvard Business Review
what has been called a ‘smart
(HBR), some 70 per cent of
Patricia, Matthew Snr and Matthew Jnr Mayhew
factory’.”
family-owned businesses fail
with Marlene Kruger
“This is one of the reasons
or are sold before the second
that my father and I are attending the forthcoming EMO 2017
generation gets a chance to take over, and this dismal failure
exhibition in Hannover, Germany. We are machining components
rate for family businesses is not limited to the US. I am going to
for some large corporates that are involved in the mining, rail
make sure that Matthew And Son are not part of this statistic,”
transport, automotive, water and paper industries and they
said Matthew Jnr.
are all embracing the concept. We will fall behind if we do not
Dad concludes with: “This is not a rich father, noble son,
get involved. We also want to look for new business in the fast
poor grandson syndrome. For as long as I’ve been here, there
growing automotive and medical industries, which involves
is something new that happens every day that makes you go,
machining complex components with tight tolerances and
‘Man, I didn’t think of that!’. After 36 years, you’d think you
Industry 4.0 will help us in this respect. Consistent engineering
know everything but Matthew has certainly proved me wrong.”
across the entire value chain is what we must aim for.”
For further details contact Matthew And Son on
“Data-driven manufacturing enabled with lifecycle
TEL: 011 609 5603 or visit www.matthewandson.net
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Capitalising on your opportunities

M

anufacturing products and
components for use in
harsh environments and
challenging applications is not a
task every machining company
relishes. It becomes even more of
a significant challenge if you are
supplying the demanding mining
industry and your competition is
not just the local supplier down the
road but rather multi-nationals that
have been in the business for
many more years than your
company.
Additionally, the face of
mining operations has changed
dramatically over the last decade.
In South Africa this is especially
true as the mining industry is
constantly shrinking due to costs
and other external pressures. High
costs, low commodity prices, labour
strife and falling productivity have
The new Doosan Puma SMX 3100S mill-turn multi-tasking machine that
all taken their toll. South Africa has
B & O Machining has recently purchased. Machining specialist Stephan van der Linde
most of the world’s deepest
went specifically to Korea for training on the machine
(and historically richest) gold
mines. They are clustered some
70km south-west of Johannesburg.
dates back before that, though. For a number of years the
The deeper they go, the more expensive and difficult the
company machined the valve bosses that were used on the
work of extracting the ore becomes. Most of these mines are
Cadac LPG gas cylinders or bottles as they are often referred
reaching a mature phase and the cost of extracting the gold
to in South Africa. In those days you used a special key to
may soon exceed its value. It is no surprise then that for
open and close the valve. This design has now changed and
mining companies worldwide the brief is now to maximise
does not require the key application.”
processes and reduce costs.
“At one stage we were machining over 1 500 valve
B & O Machining has always been in the business of
bosses a day. To accomplish this we purchased a Quaser CNC
supplying products to the mining industry in South Africa.
machining center. We then designed and manufactured our
Established in 1990 by Pieta Badenhorst and the late
own fixtures and jigs and we turned the machine into a
Gert Oelofse, the company manufactured, amongst other
multi-station machine so that we could machine and drill
products, valves for hydraulic support systems.
more than one valve at a time. If we did not do this we would
“Our experience in manufacturing drill bits for the mining
not have been able to supply the quantities that our client
industry originated back in 1998 when we started to
required.”
manufacture taper drill bit bodies for some of the major role
“Working with Cadac did give us the experience and open
players in the industry,” explained Managing Director Otto
up avenues to other similar machining opportunities. One of
Coetzer and the son-in-law of Badenhorst.
them was to machine and drill the blank drill bit bodies for a
“The company’s experience in a similar type of machining
multi-national that was supplying drilling tools and bits to the
mineral exploration and mining industries.”
“It took us six months to get approval and start supplying.
That was in 1998. But once we were in production it did lead
to us being approached by other multi-nationals, supplying
similar types of products to the same industries that had local
manufacturing setups and required subcontracting suppliers
to machine components for their final product. We could do
this as the components we were machining for each company
were different in design and all the clients were comfortable
with this fact. Besides, we were doing the various machining
operations on the blanks and were not involved in
manufacturing and assembling the final product.”
“As a result of our improving capabilities, we were
eventually awarded contracts from one of these multi-nationals
to manufacture the complete drill bits for them. This required
further investment to give us additional capacity and we also
Directors Pieta Badenhorst with Otto Coetzer
upgraded our capabilities with 4th axis rotary tables to
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B & O Machining manufactures a range of percussion drilling
products. The product range includes taper and threaded drill bits
(4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 button), 22 and 25 Hex taper drill steel, drifter rods,
extension rods, shank adaptors and threaded couplings

accurately do the button hole drilling.
“The contracts we were winning involved high volumes
— we were processing up to 80 000 bits a month. Although
the margins were low it was a stepping-stone for us. We had
taken the business into a new manufacturing sector and we
like to think of that period as the first development phase in
the growth of the company.”
This period of growth in B & O Machining also required
innovative and creative thinking from management. Pieta
Badenhorst was the entrepreneur and Otto Coetzer, who had
joined the company in 1997 at the young age of 28, was
the engineer. Coetzer had studied Industrial Engineering
at the University of Pretoria, qualifying with a Bachelor of
Engineering (BEng) (Honours). He did his thesis at one of the
international automotive OEMs that has local assembly and
manufacturing facilities in South Africa. As a result the OEM
snapped him up once he finished his degree.

The new Doosan Puma SMX 3100S
mill-turn multi-tasking machine has been
purchased specifically to machine
DTH drill bits, a new product that
B & O Machining has recently begun
to manufacture
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B & O Machining has 26 CNC machines
on the production floor. This number is made up of 12 lathes
and 14 machining centers

“I worked in the engine assembly plant, first as their
quality engineer and then as their production manager. It was
a wonderful time for me but I reached my ceiling within the
company, in terms of the hierarchy, quickly. I learnt plenty
about production planning and management in an assembly
situation, or Lego building as I like to call it, but nothing about
actual manufacturing,” explained Coetzer.
“I realised I would not be satisfied if I did not explore and
experience this side of engineering. Unfortunately in late
1994, Gert Oelofse was severely injured in a helicopter crash
and was unable to continue working. So when Pieta offered
me the opportunity at the company to help him grow the
business I did not hesitate accepting it.”
“My initial period with B & O Machining allowed me to gain
some insight into the actual manufacturing of components,
using CNC machines. I also took the opportunity to learn
how to use our CAD/CAM machining software programme


The new DTH drill bits will be manufactured in two versions —
a 165mm and a 171mm diameter in QL60 and DHD 360 shanks

September 2017

A view of one of the machine shops

The machine shop is split up into two divisions

Mastercam. This experience allowed us to approach our first
client in the rock drill bit industry and thankfully we were
successful.”
During the period of 2001 to 2006 B & O Machining
experienced exponential growth but also some setbacks. The
first of these setbacks came when one of the multi-nationals
decided to stop local manufacture and assembly and rather
imported all the products. A Further major development was
that our major customer undergone had a total restructuring
process internationlly and sold off all its local assets to a
BBBEE-enterprise.
Fortunately for the company another international
manufacturer of impact drills designed for rock drilling in
South Africa’s underground mines decided to introduce
flameproof electric drills and try and oust the familiar
pneumatic rock drills that had dominated the industry for a
century.
“They approached us waxing lyrical about the productivity,
energy and health benefits that the electric drills bring with
them. They claimed they were responding to market demand
for more efficiency at the rock face as the South African
mines had to go deeper to extract the ore and at those
depths, pneumatic jack hammers were not as effective due

B & O Machining have recently
installed a laser marking machine
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to the loss pneumatic pressure.”
“They wanted us to design and manufacture drill bits for
them and we decided to go with the venture. However, the
electric drill encountered a huge amount of resistance in the
mining industry and unfortunately was not successful. The
company stopped marketing the product in South Africa and
again we were left in a precarious position.”
Second wave of innovation
“These setbacks led us to the second wave of innovation
at B & O Machining. We took the decision to manufacture our
own range of rock drill bits for use on pneumatic rock drills as
well as threaded bits used in mechanized drilling .We further
extended our range to the manufacturing of other associated
equipment such as taper and threaded drill rods, shanks,
couplings, adaptors and other accessories.”
“We dubbed the range “Vula”. The drill bits were
designed as a result of knowledge gained through experience
combined with the latest engineering materials that have
pushed the evolution of conventional designs, incorporating
innovative design concepts coupled with the advances in
manufacturing technology to respond to the hardest rock
drilling market.”


B & O Machining are very adept at making their own jigs and fixtures.
This is an example of multi-loading in a milling jig

September 2017

“Likewise through
“Increasingly the
our experience gained
mine owners are also
from dealing with the
looking at costs such
multi-nationals we
as energy expenditure,
identified the
and like many other
possibility for further
industries in South
improvements in the
Africa they have been
drill bits, and some of
exposed to cheap
these unique
imports from countries
improvements like the
such as China.”
spiral and straight
“With open cast
flushing grooves
mining down-the-hole
running the full length
drilling is now the
of the body have been
preferred method
patented. The button
of rock drilling.
fitting process was also
A down-the-hole drill,
re-engineered and we
usually called DTH by
believe it to be
most professionals, is
superior to that
basically a powerful
B & O Machining have also recently purchased an
of any other
pneumatic hammer
Okuma LU3000 EX-M 4-Axis lathe that has a powerful main spindle and
manufacturer.”
screwed on the bottom
dual servo turrets capable of simultaneous, synchronised control.
“This second wave
of a drill string.
The machine has a maximum turning diameter (upper) of 340mm and
maximum turning diameter (lower) of 220mm. The Okuma LU3000 EX was
of innovation for the
The fast hammer action
specifically designed to machine the “rope” style threads very accurately and
company also resulted
breaks hard rock into
more efficiently than conventional CNC lathes
in a second wave of
small flakes and dust
capital equipment
and is blown clear by
purchases that included more and larger CNC machines. As
the air exhaust from the DTH hammer. The DTH hammer is
part of this upgrade we purchased an Okuma LU3000 EX was
one of the fastest ways to drill hard rock. Now smaller
is specifically designed to machine the “rope” style threads
portable drillcat drilling rigs with DTH hammers can
very accurately and more efficiently than conventional CNC
drill as fast as much larger truck rigs with this newer
lathes.”
technology.”
“It also resulted in a second wave of enthusiasm for
“Cost savings are also realised with this technology
both Pieta and myself. I was the engineering man and I was
because energy transfer is via the drill bit rather than via the
left to make sure that the manufacturing took place.
whole drill string, which is the case with the ‘top-hammer’
Pieta was the marketing man and he took the job very
pneumatic drills. Much higher efficiencies are also realised
seriously. He had to convince the local market that we were
because of this technology.”
serious players offering a quality product. I still remember
“B & O Machining has had to adapt and we have just
him rushing off to the various mines and deep underground
started manufacturing our first DTH drill bits which is different
testing the product so that he could convince the clients that
in size and design as compared to the ‘top-hammer’ drill bits
our products were up to international standard.”
that we manufacture. We will keep on manufacturing these
drill bits as deep underground mining is not going to go away
Third wave of innovation — open cast mining
in the foreseeable future but we have to keep abreast with the
“The history of South African mining has mostly been
market and develop new products.”
centred around deep underground mines but this is
“Initially we are going to manufacture two sizes of
changing now as the cost of extracting the ore from those
DTH bits — 165mm and a 171mm diameter in both QL60 and
depths is increasing. There is now a shift worldwide to open
DHD360 shank styles.. We believe that these two versions
cast mining. In fact most new mining projects in Southern
cover virtually 80% of the market requirements.”
Africa are now open cast. As a result suppliers like ourselves
“We have designed the new products using the latest
have to adapt to these developments.”
SolidWorks Premium software and after careful testing and 

A rotary chuck for milling bodies on the 5-axis Haas VF 5
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Rotary Indexer for drilling

Shot peening machine for drill rods

evaluation we can now release the products. To the best of
our knowledge, we believe that we are the only company
manufacturing these drill bits locally — the rest are
imported.”
“The carbide buttons are actually the ones doing all the
work in fracturing and grinding up the solid rocks and this is
why we have worked very closely with Powder Industries, also
a local manufacturer, to develop our specially formulated
carbide buttons.”
Doosan Puma SMX 3100S mill-turn multi-tasking
machine
“With the introduction of our new range we have again
invested in new manufacturing equipment. We have
purchased a Doosan Puma SMX 3100S mill-turn, multi-axis,
multi-tasking machine, which integrates the capabilities of a
vertical machining center and a horizontal turning center into
one platform.”
“The Puma SMX3100 features a 12” chuck with 102mm
of bar capacity, can machine parts up to 1525 mm in length
and 660 mm in diameter, the X1-axis travel is 630 mm, the
Z1-axis travel is 1585 mm and the Y-axis is 230 mm and the
rapid traverse, X1, Z1 & Y: 50/50/36 m/min.”
“Although there are many Doosan Puma machines in
South Africa this is the first of this model to be installed
locally. Included in our package was sending our machining
specialist, Stephan van der Linde to Korea for training and
this has helped us to integrate our latest Mastercam2017
machining package with the machine from day one.

Heat treated bodies awaiting drilling
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B & O Machining has two 5-axis Haas VF 5
vertical machining centers

The machine was only installed in February this year.”
“With the addition of these machines we now have
26 CNC machines on the production floor. This number is
made up of 12 lathes and 14 machining centers.”
South African manufacturing
“We are now well positioned to utilise our manufacturing
capabilities to their full extent and we certainly believe
in local manufacture and in exporting. The rest of Africa,
including the SADC region, has its challenges but at
the same time great possibilities for us to export our
products. Currently we only export 30% of our production
and we want to take that to at least 50% but only through
growth. To do that we have to open up those export
opportunities.”
“We are now in a stronger position thanks to our
opposition companies and previous clients of ours at the
time. If they had not decided to cut back on their local
manufacturing activities in South Africa we would never have
been forced out of our comfort zone and had the opportunity
to develop our own range of products.”
Today the running of the company is undertaken by
Otto Coetzer with Pieta Badenhorst always supportive in an
advisory capacity. The company employs 46 staff and
occupies 1 600m² of space in Apex Industrial Sites,
Benoni, Gauteng and is currently looking to acquire more
land so that it can expand.
For further details contact B & O Machining on
TEL: 011 845 3031

Product after button fitting

Naledi Foundry fired up
and ready to grow

Diversification and increased capacity plans come to fruition.

J

ust over two
years ago Naledi
Foundry, the
foundry division of the
Naledi Inhlanganiso
Group, began
implementing a plan
that had increased
capacity, improved
quality and
diversification as the
pillars of its strategic
blueprint. In order
to achieve this the
foundry embarked
on a restructuring
process that included
investment in new
equipment as part of
an approximate
R100 million
investment
programme in the
foundry, formerly
known as Guestro
Casting and Machining
Metal being heated on one of the two new IFM 7 multi-function furnaces
that has origins dating
with twin-power systems supplied by ABP Induction Systems
back to 1912.
With most of the
company was able to offer completely machined castings,
new equipment now installed and operating the company’s
with brake drums as one of the company’s specialities,” said
plan is coming to fruition with a marked influence.
Coenie De Jager, who was appointed General Manager of the
“For a long time the foundry was a dominant market force
foundry in February 2017.
for the manufacture and supply of SABS approved castings
“However, the previous owners did not make any investment
to the OEMs in the automotive industry and others. With a
in the existing equipment, the facilities or in new capital
machining operation on site that included the latest
equipment for many years. The whole operation was being run
state-of-the-art CNC machines available at the time, the
into the ground and losing plenty of money. The staff were not

The two new IFM 7 multi-function furnaces with
twin-power systems supplied by ABP Induction Systems
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The front side of the two new IFM 7 multi-function furnaces
with twin-power systems supplied by ABP Induction Systems

motivated and underperforming,
“The initial focus was to
which resulted in more staff
concentrate on upgrading the
being employed. The quality
GF horizontal moulding line
of the castings manufactured
with a complete overhaul and
was dropping and productivity
refurbishment that would bring
was at an all time low.”
it in line with modern casting
“When the Naledi
practices.”
Inhlanganiso Group, headed up
“The mandate had been
by Group Executive Chairman
to increase the melting and
Sibusiso Maphatiane, decided
moulding capacities in the
to purchase the company in
foundry, which would
2013 they knew they would
ultimately lead to a reduction
have to invest heavily in all
in the price per kilogram of
structures of the company,
metal cast. The majority
from staffing to processes
of the castings that are
and equipment.”
manufactured by Naledi
The ABP Induction Systems 11 ton pouring furnace Presspour®
The Naledi Inhlanganiso
Foundry are done on the
type OCC is used for holding and the automated inline pouring
Group is a 100% black owned
GF horizontal moulding
of ferrous and other metals when required
company. Through a
machine that has been in
consortium and in partnership with the IDC, they purchased
operation at the company since 1982. Various upgrades to
the majority of the shares in the previously JSE listed Dorbyl
the machine and the original sand mixers and coolers
Ltd of which Guestro Casting and Machining was the last
have been implemented over the years, but it still left
remaining manufacturing operation. In July 2014 the company
the GF far short of what it is capable of and should be
was formally delisted which triggered a process of capital
producing.”
investment and restructuring in line with the original plans of
“The line had been servicing 40 to 70 moulding boxes an
the consortium.
hour prior to the recent upgrade that included an investment
“Pieter Du Plessis was appointed the Group CEO shortly
in new auxiliary equipment such as a new Convitec 50 ton
thereafter and strategic plans were drawn up with an aim
per hour return sand cooler, a high speed sand mixer that
to get the foundry back to what it once was — a recognised
was complimented with a Multicontroller SMC — a fully
industry player.”
automated sand mixer controller.”
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Naledi Foundry have incorporated a big
bag system for collection of dust on the
Nederman MikroPul dust extraction and
filtration system that allows for easy
removal of the bags

As part of the upgrade
Naledi Foundry has added
an Endeco Omega CB 30 coreshooter
in the core shop

“At the same time the company installed an Endeco
Omega CB 30 coreshooter that is capable of producing
horizontally and vertically split core boxes. The fully automatic
30-litre machine has not been installed to manufacture any
specific core but is deployed on demand. It has been
automated with an overhead system that runs on a trolley
shuttle that is linked to a new two ton an hour Endeco Omega
continuous mixer that delivers the sand on demand.”
“Most of this part of the upgrade was completed by the
end of 2015.”
“Phase two of the project that began early last year saw
the introduction of a new presspour furnace in the GF
horizontal moulding machine line. This ABP Induction Systems
11 ton pouring furnace Presspour® type OCC is used for
holding and the automated inline pouring of ferrous and other
metals when required.”
“The goal was to increase the GF moulding line to produce

The floor moulding area at Naledi Foundry is being upgraded.
The company has recently installed a Lauds 6 - 12 ton an hour
LSA mixer. Naledi plan to take the production in this area from the
current three tons per day to at least 16 tons per day
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The upgrade at Naledi Foundry
includes a two-ton an hour Endeco
Omega continuous mixer, installed
in the core shop area, that delivers the
sand on demand

at least 120 to 140 boxes an hour. However, when I got here
the line was only producing 30 boxes an hour, well down on
intended targets. This was despite the upgrades on the line
that had been completed and the investment in the
equipment for the complementing processes.”
“There were a number of reasons for this including
lack of knowledge and experience from management’s
perspective. The moulding line did have some upgrades
done to the hydraulics and a simplified and enhanced
state-of-the-art PLC electrical control was installed. However,
you cannot expect a 30-year plus old car to run like the
latest model if you do not do a complete overhaul of all the
other moving components. As a result we have subsequently
installed new motors, belts, rollers and hydraulic packs that
have now improved the efficiencies of the flasks and moulding
boxes before, during and after the pouring process. You could
say we are now close to operating the latest model.”


The Nederman MikroPul FS cassette type filter installed at
Naledi Foundry has a capacity of 77 500 m3/hr for the extraction
of raw gas and dust from the two 10 ton induction furnaces
and the SG magnesium converter

“Nevertheless,
this was not the
only operational
and procedural
process that
needed attention
in the foundry.
Continuing with
the company’s
improvement and
process
optimisation policy
in the melting
and pouring
departments,
management
ordered two
IFM 7
multi-function
furnaces with
twin-power systems
from ABP Induction
Further refurbishment of the
Systems and two
GF moulding line includes new motors,
Cyrus FC 12 T
belts, rollers and hydraulic packs that
charging machines
will improve efficiencies of the flasks and
that serve to feed
moulding boxes before, during and after
the furnaces
the pouring process
semi-automatically.”
“In addition the company also ordered a Nederman
MikroPul dust extraction and filtration system, complete with
all the ducting.”
“All of this equipment was being installed while the
foundry was trying to continue operating and producing
castings. Not ideal.”
“At the same time the company won an order to supply
Eskom with over 1 000 tons a month of 40 and 50mm
grinding balls that have between 12 and 27% chrome content.
They could only manufacture these on the GF moulding line
so existing processes and equipment were used. Again not an
ideal situation because throughout the foundry’s history it had
only produced steel and iron castings, including grey, ductile
and SG iron. The introduction of high chrome meant there
would be contamination of metals and longer periods between
pouring because of maintenance issues.”
“The problem was also exasperated by the fact that the
transfer of metal was being done by a forklift, which is not
very efficient especially if your equipment is sitting in a slightly

With all the recent upgrades Naledi Foundry
is already attracting new clients
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raised position.”
“Sure it formed
part of the
company’s
strategy to diversify
the product range
as well as being
able to offer other
metals that the
foundry can cast,
but there are correct ways to
implement these
ideas and
processes.”
Shutdown
“By the time
I arrived here in
February the
company was in
crisis. They had
Naledi Foundry is known for
all this money tied
supplying fully machined SABS
up in new modern
approved castings to the OEMs
equipment but
in the automotive industry
most of it was not
operating and the
equipment that
was, was not operating efficiently. It was no wonder they were
talking of R100 per kilogram of cast material. As far as I could
work out they were only operating at 28% efficiency and only
producing 30 tons of castings a day.”
“After my initial assessment, which included analysing all
the other auxiliary operations, I decided that the only way to
resolve the situation was to have a complete shutdown so as
to be able to implement all the necessary changes, complete
the installations of the new equipment, add other equipment
to make the whole process more efficient, complete the
refurbishment of the moulding line, and refurbish equipment
in departments such as the fettling department. The company
has six Wheelabrator shot blasting machines and only one
was working when I did my assessment.”
“I had to convince management that we had to take this
drastic step of a complete shutdown so that we could
implement a nine point plan that I had prepared. This plan
included spending nearly R2 million on fixing and
waterproofing the roof sections of the buildings, which were 

Naledi Foundry is known for supplying fully machined SABS
approved castings to the OEMs in the automotive industry

in a really bad state of repair. I also assessed that there were
plenty of inefficiencies in the compressors, furnace use,
charge makeup, transfer of metal, pouring, energy use, post
processing and manpower productivity. Of course none of this
would be possible unless there was an injection of working
capital.”
“Fortunately management agreed and on the 15th March
we shutdown for two months. This did not make our sales and
marketing staff very ecstatic but they realised it was the only
option if the company was to re-establish itself. Thankfully
they bought into the strategy and immediately began with a
rebranding exercise. We have subsequently had customer
days since reopening in mid-May and we are starting to win
back existing customers confidence again, as well as
acquiring new clients.”
“On the new equipment side the two new ABP IFM 7
multi-function furnaces and the two Cyrus FC 12 T charging
machines are now fully functional as is the ABP Presspour
furnace.”
Nederman MikroPul dust extraction and filtration
system
“The Nederman MikroPul dust extraction and filtration
system has been installed. The Nederman MikroPul FS
cassette type filter has a capacity of 77 500 m3/hr for the
extraction of raw gas and dust from the two 10 ton induction
furnaces and the SG magnesium converter.”
“The FS filter offered a number of advantages that were
attractive to Naledi such as a small footprint, no use of
compressed air, an emission warranty of maximum dust
content in clean gas of 10mg/Nm, low maintenance
requirements and a number of worldwide references in
foundry applications including foundries in South Africa.”
“The installation incorporates a Nederman MikroPul
high-efficiency skimmer that catches sparks and solid
particles prior to the raw-gas entering the filter itself. The fan
package from Reitz is a heavy-duty construction with a noise
abatement feature and a 132kW drive motor using a
frequency converter for optimised balancing, raw gas suction
from the furnaces and energy conservation.”

“The filter was purchased from Nederman MikroPul, who
are based in Germany, and Endeco-Omega Foundry Machinery
handled the local fabrication scope as well as all aspects of
installation based on detailed engineering from Nederman
MikroPul.”
“As a result of this installation we are literally reaping the
monetary rewards because our furnace linings are now being
changed less often, there is less energy consumption and we
are now able to bag and sell the zinc oxide collected.”
Air emissions license
“However, besides all these advantages that I have
mentioned before, the chief motivating factor as to why we
installed the Nederman MikroPul dust extraction and filtration
system was to comply with the Air Quality Act and obtain our
air emissions license (AEL). Along with the refurbishment
and fixing of the baghouse and extraction systems in other
areas of the foundry we are confident we will have no problem
obtaining the AEL. To make sure that we do we have appointed
independent consultants, who have done a number of these
applications, to help guide us through the process.”
20-ton HP overhead crane in the presspour area
“We have also installed a 20-ton HP overhead crane in
the presspour area. It was ridiculous the amount of time that
was wasted in this area because of the use of forklifts. They
only had a ladle carrying capacity of three tons and in some
instances could not reach the pouring area. These frustrations
and time wasting operations have now all been eliminated out
of the process with the overhead crane installation.”
“With the introduction of the high chrome grinding balls
that we now manufacture it meant that we should ideally have
two metal streams to avoid contamination. Currently we are
installing a new ABP double index tundish system that we will
use for the high chrome metal pouring, to alleviate this
problem. This new installation will also increase our capacity
in this area and in future we will be able to produce at least
400 tons of grinding balls a week.”
“All of the shotblasting equipment has now been
refurbished and it is all running. This includes the baghouse

All six of the Wheelabrator shot blasting machines have now been refurbished. This includes the
baghouse and extraction systems. Instead of using three tons of media per 100 tons of castings
Naledi Foundry are now only using one ton of media per 200 tons of castings
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Naledi Foundry are considering
installing Foseco’s Initec system in the
metal conversion department

“When the Naledi Inhlanganiso Group, headed up by Group Executive
Chairman Sibusiso Maphatiane, decided to purchase the company in 2013
they knew they would have to invest heavily in all structures of the company,
from staffing to processes and equipment.”
and extraction systems. Instead of using three tons of media
per 100 tons of castings we are now only using one ton of
media per 200 tons of castings. This represents a big saving.”
“There are many other areas where we have improved the
efficiencies and productivity and will continue to do so. At this
stage we have addressed the critical areas.”
Future plans
“Currently our floor moulding area, which we have not
publicised much, is being upgraded. We have already installed
a Lauds 6 - 12 ton an hour LSA mixer and we plan to take the
production in this area from the current three tons per day to
at least 16 tons per day.”
“We also have millions of rands of spent coresand sitting
on site and the priority at the moment is to order and have
installed a sand reclamation system. With the amount of sand
available it won’t take us long to recapitalise our expenditure.”
“We are also seriously looking at the GF converter furnace
with the possible installation of Foseco’s Initec system.
Currently we are using magnesium blocks, which are
expensive. If we install the Initec system we will be able to
convert to using ferro magnesium. Again this will save
tremendously on costs.”

“Unfortunately there are always going to be casualties
when you implement a strategy such as this one. Because
of the costs to upgrade our machining operations — age and
accuracy of the machines being the motivator — we have
decided to close this division and outsource machining
operations. However, this does not alter what we offer our
clients as we continue to supply fully machined castings to
those clients that require them.”
“Most of the CNC machines will be sold but some will be
kept to be used in our patternshop. We intend to upgrade this
division so that in the future we will not have to rely on
outsourcing our tooling requirements.”
“Manpower figures are now not what they use to be.
But at least now everybody is motivated, from office staff to
those on the floor, and understands their roles within the work
environment. Daily they are informed on their production
figures and how they can make improvements.”
“As the old cliché goes: Where there is no pain there is no
gain. Naledi Foundry and the Group has gone through plenty
of pain in the last couple of years but the company is now
fired up, as are the staff, and ready to grow.”
For further details contact the Naledi Inhlanganiso Group
on TEL: 011 845 1546 or visit www.ni-holdings.co.za
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Cutting tool manufacturers
need to adapt to the age of additive
manufacturing

The role of 3D printing in today’s metal market is quite small. But additive
manufacturing could offer big benefits if several challenges are overcome.

T

he new millennium poses revolutionary solutions for metal
cutting applications. Iscar, a primary innovator of metal
cutting technologies, is researching the integration of
additive machining processes. Pioneering new metal cutting
technologies promote Iscar’s prolific R&D engineers to pursue
ongoing innovative solutions to decrease production costs and
increase productivity for its customers.
One of the main results of the digital revolution (also named
the 3rd Industrial Revolution) has been the introduction of 3D
printing — a method that generates 3D objects with the use
of evaporating material, layer by layer under computer control.
Previously regarded as ‘science fiction’, over the past two decades
3D printing has become accepted as a welcome addition to
designers’ and manufacturers’ range of technological facilities.
Today, the method is known mainly as additive
manufacturing (AM). This term correctly reflects two of the
most important 3D printing features:
a) Manufacturing - having migrated beyond its previously
recognised domain of rapid prototyping, the method is
now common place in numerous industrial applications,
where it is used in the production of various parts and
components.
b) Additive – in direct contrast with traditional manufacturing
technologies based on material removal, the new
method adds material to achieve the desired
component. Traditional manufacturing methods add
materials during the assembly process.
There are various techniques of additive manufacturing,
which are based on different physical principles: stereo lithography, multi-jet modelling and laser sintering. In accordance
with active international and national standards, AM is accurately
specified and divided into categories. In the eighties, 3D printing
began as a design tool and a way to achieve rapid prototyping.
Rather than relying on conventional 2D drawings, the use of 3D
printing allowed solid, tactile prototype models to be created,
enabling product specifiers to gain a greater understanding of
factors such as aesthetics, functionality, weight and surface
finish. The technology also delivered faster production times.
The relentless technical progress in the 3D printing
processes allowed its advancement into AM. At the beginning of
the 21st century, the technology was adopted for serial
production processes. As with all technological innovations, the
popularity of AM, its increasing industrial utilisation and the
economies of scale brought about by rapidly growing sales,
has resulted in fierce competition between AM machine
manufacturers and a reduction in the price of the technology.
To some, the 3D printer may still appear to be the technology of
tomorrow, although in many areas, the technology is regarded
as a mainstream CNC machine tool.
Additive manufacturing is providing a gateway to completely
new horizons for producing a wide range of components for
industries such as the medical, aerospace, automotive, naval
and military. It is amazing that digital technologies simply erase
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existing boundaries.
Principally, it is enough to
send the computer model of
a component to a 3D printer,
which may be situated in
a remote location, and the
required component will be
manufactured without
further manual involvement.
For example, it is now
possible to produce
necessary spare parts on-board, during a space flight.
In addition, customised, “tailor-made” bone implants can
be designed and created. It is amazing to consider that the
3D printer can be a self-reproducing machine and quickly
reproduce its own broken part or create a temporary spare.
Additive manufacturing has advantages and disadvantages
and understanding these pros and cons defines AM’s place in
metal cutting.
Additive manufacturing can significantly cut production
costs when producing complicated parts.
The extreme flexibility of the technology is another major
advantage. For example, the same 3D printer can easily
produce different parts without serious adjustments.
Also, in actual rapid prototyping, if a change in the design is
needed it is quickly performed by editing the computer model of
a part and further 3D “reprinting”. Consequently, AM is able to
cut concept-to-delivery time dramatically or to enable changes
to existing designs by producing quickly incorporated parts.
The method ensures designs will be very close to ideal from
an engineering point of view — a variable wall thickness for
equal strength, a necessary channel shape for effective flow,
etc. In the additive manufacturing process, using only required
amounts of material noticeably reduces the amount of
production wastes.
Nevertheless, AM is not free from disadvantages. When it
comes to accuracy, the technology is still not fully developed
for matching surfaces, and therefore finishing by traditional
machining methods is often required. Not every engineering
material is suitable for enabling parts to be made through the
additive manufacturing method. The size of modern 3D printers
have dimensional limitations for their working spaces and they
are unable to produce large components.
Iscar’s R&D division understands the merits and demerits
of AM as a base for using it in the metalworking industry.
According to press and technical reports, the main sectors that
have adopted 3D printing are the aerospace, military, automotive
and medical industries where AM is not used for prototyping,
but for batch and even large-volume production. Despite its
increasing use, the new method is still far from being regarded
as being a mainstream technology in global metalworking.
In the aerospace industry, aside from some minor parts,
accessories and hardware are perfect for 3D printing, due to

safety reasons (understandably, the safety requirements of this
sector are extremely strict) AM produced critical parts will need
to pass various, strenuous tests before being considered as
replacements for components that are manufactured by more
traditional methods. However, a wide variety of technological
fixtures, jigs and gauges are made by AM methods. Aircraft production involves a whole complex manufacturing chain, requiring
a lot of fixtures. The introduction of AM to the creation of
production tooling radically reduces pre-production times and costs.
Much smaller sizes and less stringent safety standards
opened doors to AM in producing unmanned air vehicles (UAV),
where the new method enables not only reductions in weight,
but also the shaping of these aircraft more effectively from an
aerodynamic point of view, and at lower costs.
Titanium is one of the most commonly used materials within
the global aerospace sector. Producing titanium parts is a realtime metal consuming process. In a typical machining process,
most of this expensive and hard-to-machine material is removed.
The efforts of aircraft manufacturers are directed production
of titanium powder for making relatively small titanium parts.
The automotive industry has adopted AM in a similar manner as
in the aerospace industry.
When applied to the production of cutting tools, 3D printing
may provide solutions for several reasons. AM enables creating
complex internal channels and cavities in cutting tools. These
features provide a coolant supply to the cutting zone through
the body of a tool. If the tool is designed for machining with
high-pressure coolant (HPC), the shape of the channel and its
cross-section is a key factor and additive manufacturing provides
the ideal solution for “forming” the channels. Also, additive
manufacturing enables creating a cutter body that is already

equipped with chip gullets, relief surfaces, back drafts and
undercuts. In the use of traditional technology, these features
are delivered by the application of cutting techniques. In these
areas the application of AM would reduce machining operations
and slash cycle time. In addition, AM ensures the formation of
the required shapes with optimum balance between the body
strength and chip evacuation.
When AM is developed to allow parts to be printed from
cemented carbide, or form a material with similar physical
properties a new threshold in cutting tool manufacturing will be
achieved. Iscar R&D engineers are adopting new working
methods for creating indexable inserts without the need to
incorporate expensive and time-consuming die-sets. The cycle
times for testing tools and inserts will be shortened dramatically.
Although there are exciting prospects on the horizon for the
application of AM in the cutting tool industry, several obstacles
need to be overcome. Due to accuracy limitations, 3D printing
cannot eliminate machining processes at this time. Essential
attributes such as central bores for arbors or shanks require
grinding, datum surfaces of an insert pocket require milling, and
holes need to be threaded. It may be noted that machine tool
producers already offer “hybrid” machines, which combine the
traditional technology of metal removal with 3D printing. Fatigue
life, repeated stress failure and reliability in high-speed rotation
are subjects to be examined too.
Iscar, as one of the world’s leading producers of cutting
tools, has already introduced the new method in its research
departments and AM is now used for prototyping in a limited way,
mainly for serial production. The progress made in these areas
means that the near future will tell how intense 3D printing will
be adopted into the area of cutting tool production.
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Mercedes-Benz Trucks

has taken 3D printing to the next level

M

ercedes-Benz
Trucks has taken
3D printing
to the next level. The first
printed spare part made of
metal, a thermostat cover
for truck and Unimog
models from older model
series, has passed all the
stages of the stringent
quality assurance process
at Mercedes-Benz smoothly,
and is now celebrating its
premiere. This means that
Mercedes-Benz Trucks is
now the technological leader
in the challenging segment
of cutting-edge 3D printing
processes for metal components.
“With the introduction of 3D metal printing technology,
Mercedes-Benz Trucks is reasserting its pioneering role among
global commercial vehicle manufacturers,” says Andreas
Deuschle, Head of Marketing & Operations in Customer
Services & Parts at Mercedes-Benz Trucks.
“We ensure the same functionality, reliability, durability
and cost-effectiveness with 3D metal parts as we do with
conventionally produced parts.”
In the Customer Services & Parts division of Mercedes-Benz
Trucks, automotive 3D printing began its increasing success in
the production departments for the after-sales and
replacement parts business a year ago. Since then, Customer
Services & Parts has worked together with the researchers and
pre-developers at Daimler AG to constantly improve and expand
the use of the latest 3D printing processes for plastic parts.
3D printing of high-quality plastic components has now
successfully established itself as an additional production
method, and is particularly suitable for the production of
smaller batches.
Metal parts in the latest 3D technology open up
new possibilities
Metal parts from the 3D printer excel with their very high
strength and thermal resistance, and the process is therefore
particularly suitable for the production of mechanically and
thermally stressed components required in small numbers.
Metallic components can be produced “at the touch of a
button” with any geometry and in any numbers. 3D
replacement parts production began with rarely ordered
aluminium parts. These excel with almost 100 per cent density
and greater purity than conventional die-cast aluminium parts.
Apart from their high strength and hardness, as well as high
dynamic resistance, their production requires no cost-intensive
development work or procurement of special tools. Conceivable
areas of use are peripheral engine parts made of metal, inengine parts and also parts in cooling systems, transmissions,
axles or chassis. Especially when they have complex structures,
3D printed metal parts in small numbers can be produced
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cost-effectively as
infrequently requested
replacement parts, special
parts and for small and
classic model series.
“The availability of
spare parts during a
workshop visit is essential
for our customers — no
matter how old the truck is,
or where it is located. The
particular added value of
3D printing technology is
that it considerably
increases speed and
flexibility, especially when
producing spare and
special parts. This gives us
completely new possibilities for offering our customers spare
parts rapidly and at attractive prices, even long after series
production has ceased,” Deuschle concludes.
In the future, 3D metal printing might allow decentralised
and therefore much faster, local production directly in the
worldwide Mercedes-Benz production locations. This would
further improve parts availability: expensive warehousing and
the associated, complex transport processes would be
unnecessary, with delivery times made shorter for customers.
Rapid global availability even after many years
The new thermostat cover is an example of cost-effective
spare and special parts production in top quality, made possible
by use of the 3D printing process for highly resistant metal
parts made of die-cast aluminium alloy. This replacement part
is only ordered in small numbers, and is used in older truck
and Unimog models whose production ceased around 15
years ago. This example shows that Customer Services & Parts
is able to produce and offer components that are no longer
installed in current series production vehicles, or are only
produced in very small batches as special customer requests,
at a reasonable cost. Thanks to advancing digitisation,
even highly specific metal components can be ordered from
Mercedes-Benz Trucks and be delivered anywhere in the world
on request, even after many years: quickly, cost-effectively, in
requisite numbers and in consistently high OEM quality.
In contrast to the Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) used in
the plastics sector, 3D printing of metallic components uses
Selective Laser Melting (SLM). In the case of the thermostat
cover, for example, the powdered aluminium/silicon material
(ALSi10Mg) is applied in individual layers and melted by an
energy source — usually one or more lasers. When one layer is
completed, a new layer of powder is applied automatically and
the melting process is repeated. The process is repeated until a
high-strength, three-dimensional aluminium component
suitable for use in areas of high temperature has been
produced. Thanks to the layered structure, the process also
offers a level of geometrical freedom that cannot be matched
by any other production method.

Advances in classical technologies
assure the machine tool’s future
The Production for Tomorrow symposium to be held at EMO 2017
will be taking a look at the future of production.

A

t this year’s EMO 2017 Hannover, for the first time a
research symposium will be held under its aegis, the
latest scientific developments will be presented.
The VDW (German Machine Tool Builders’ Association) in
conjunction with the WGP (German Academic Society for
Production Engineering) is organising the Production for
Tomorrow symposium. It will be focusing less on digitalisation
and Industry 4.0 than on the numerous innovations in the
fields of classical technologies.
“With this symposium, we are aiming quite deliberately to
draw attention to precisely those innovations that will
guarantee the high-end quality of machine tools for the years
ahead as well, irrespective of network thinking,” emphasised
Prof. Eberhard Abele, President of the WGP, a grouping of
leading German mechanical engineering professors.
Good reputation of German machines thanks to
classical technologies
The Production for Tomorrow symposium will be taking
a look at the future of production. This has changed
considerably over recent years, a development substantially
attributable to digitalisation and networking of machines and
lines within the context of Industry 4.0. But the classical
technologies, too, possess immense inherent potentials, as
the numerous remarkable developments of recent years
go to show.
“For example, in terms of metrology, drive technology and
also laser beam sources, the quality of machine tools is
steadily rising,” reports Professor Abele.
“So classical technologies will guarantee the reputation of
German machines in regard to precision, availability, efficiency
and productivity into the future as well.”
A window on Production 2025
Thus the symposium begins logically enough with a
keynote presentation from Professor Abele, who heads the
Institute for Production Management, Technology and Machine
Tools (PTW) at Darmstadt University of Applied Science. He
will be outlining the production technology of 2025 from the
WGP’s viewpoint. Representatives of seven prestigious
WGP institutes will then report on their results from
government-sponsored research projects focusing primarily
on machine design and ultra-efficient manufacturing
technologies.
Researchers from Hannover, for example, will be showing
how in future production operations can be design-enhanced
by means of active mechatronic systems. The limitations of
metal cutting processes, for example, lie not least in
unwanted vibrations of the machines, known as machine
dynamics and process dynamics. The researchers in
Hannover have developed active intelligent systems that
extend the previous technical limitations of axis and process
dynamics.
Another presentation is devoted to the PLC programme
codes for machine tools. The control software has hitherto
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been tested manually by staff at virtual commissioning of the
machines. Scientists in Stuttgart have now developed a
system for automating this test. This renders it both more
reliable and also more time-efficient, since a far higher
proportion of the code can be tested in the same
period.
Researchers from Kaiserslautern addressed the issue of
drilling tools. Since drilling is one of the most frequent
cutting processes, it offers concomitantly high potential for
optimisation in regard to cost-efficiency and quality. These
approaches to improvement have focused on the cooling
lubricant feed and the cutting behaviour. Under the aegis
of the symposium, the researchers will be presenting their
innovative solutions in these two fields. Moreover, they will be
showing simulation processes designed to improve the
position and contour of the outlet nozzle at the internal
cooling lubricant feed, so as to enable the efficiency of the
cooling function and the high-precision, flexible preparation of
the cutting edges to be optimised.


Not the least
of the topics
being addressed
by Production for
Tomorrow is
ultra-highprecision
machining — an
extremely
versatile
technology for
producing
high-precision
parts and optical
surfaces. Its
disadvantage,
however, lies
in the lengthy
machining and
make-ready times,
which can
easily last for
several hours or even days. Scientists from Bremen and
Hanover will be presenting some astounding results on
high-performance metal cutting. They have the potential to
shorten the machining time for ultra-high-precision parts
in the near future by a factor of 10. In addition to the time
gained, advantages are also created in regard to cutting
forces and wear and tear on the diamond tool.

High-performance
diamond
milling,
moreover, takes
up a lot of time
for manual
spindle
balancing. Here,
the researchers
from Hanover and
Bremen will be
presenting new
approaches for
more
accurate,
automated
adjustment of the
spindles. Last but
not least, they
will also be
unveiling an
innovative
thermo-mechanical system for tool alignment in diamond
milling applications.
The multifaceted research results detailed by the speakers
during the Production for Tomorrow symposium will not only
offer visitors insights into the production operations of the
future: after the presentations there will be enough time for
mutual empirical feedback with international experts.

CIMdata publishes

Global CAM Market Analysis Report
CAM market grew 6.9% in 2016.

C

IMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic
management consulting and research firm has
announced the release of the 2017 CIMdata CAM
Market Analysis Report (MAR), the 26th annual study of the
global Computer-Aided Machining (CAM) market.
CIMdata estimates that based on end-user payments, the
worldwide CAM software and related services market grew by
6.9% in calendar year 2016. The estimated end-user
payments grew from US $1.81 billion in 2015 to
US $1.94 billion in 2016.
According to Stan Przybylinski, CIMdata’s VP of Research,
“The CAM results were solid in 2016, with few of the currency
effects that impacted the results CIMdata reported last year.
Even in the face of slower machine tool consumption,
companies still continue to invest in new CAM software.”
CIMdata projects that in 2017 growth in manufacturing
will continue and end-user payments for CAM software will
increase by 6.4% to US $2.06 billion.
Since 2002, the CAM software market has shown modest
but steady growth as global economies generally improved.
There has been worldwide growth in the sale of machine tools
and manufacturing output, greater emphasis has been placed
on the efficient operation of machine tools as manufacturing
firms have strengthened their competitive positions and the

overall Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) market, of which
CAM software is a component, has continued on a strong
growth path during this period. CAM software purchases are
related to all of these factors, particularly machine tool sales.
According to Mike Fry, the director of CIMdata’s
Manufacturing Systems Engineering Practice, “The CAM
market had solid growth in 2016, but it will be interesting to
watch the adoption of additive manufacturing technology into
the mainstream manufacturing process. There will be
significant changes in how additive manufacturing is
incorporated into the PLM digital thread and its effects
on the market. We are seeing the emergence of specialised
functionality for additive manufacturing, in combination with
subtractive manufacturing, from the software providers and
machine tool manufactures.”
He continued: “We are also seeing substantial interest in
the adoption of the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 across
the manufacturing value chain. This, added with predictive
analytics should accelerate the manufacturing market in the
near term.”
The 2017 CIMdata CAM Market Analysis Report
is available for purchase at: http://
www.cimdata.com/en/research/plm-market-analysis-reportseries.
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Audi’s active suspension
prepares for the road ahead

A

udi is gearing up to tackle the Mercedes S-Class and
BMW 7 Series with a smart new A8. We still haven’t
been treated to a look at the finished flagship, but
teasers have started to trickle out of Ingolstadt. Having
shared details about the car’s lightweight body, Audi says
the suspension on the new A8 will automatically adjust itself
based on the road ahead.
This forward thinking suspension system is facilitated by
the car’s 48-volt main electrical system. Each wheel is hooked

electronic chassis platform processor, which subsequently
tunes the suspension to match what’s coming up ahead. Audi
says the electro-mechanical system delivers a smooth ride
without negatively impacting on handling.
Speaking of handling, Audi says a combination of
adaptive front-wheel steering and rear-wheel steering will
make the A8 feel significantly smaller than it actually is.
At low speeds, the system will give the car a smaller turning
circle than you get in an A4, while it should deliver a stable,

In the upcoming A8, a front-mounted camera is used to detect bumps in the
road ahead. It scans the road 18 times per second, and shares the information
with the new electronic chassis platform processor, which subsequently tunes
the suspension to match what’s coming up ahead
up to an electric motor, which can exert up to 1 100 Nm of
force on the suspension through a coupling rod. A similar
system has been fitted to the SQ7 SUV, which uses an electric
motor and three-speed planetary gearbox as a form of active
anti-roll bar to reduce body roll in the corners, and pitch when
accelerating or braking.
In the upcoming A8, a front-mounted camera is used to
detect bumps in the road ahead. It scans the road 18 times
per second, and shares the information with the new
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planted feeling at high speeds.
Audi’s smarter suspension is also handy in an accident.
When the A8’s active safety sensors detect an imminent
side-impact collision, the suspension actuators raise one
side of the car by 80mm within half a second. This allows
the stronger parts of the car — including the sills and floor
structure — to absorb more of the force. Audi says the system
reduces the load on occupants by up to 50 per cent in a
serious side-impact collision.

Altair acquires highly rated Carriots IoT platform

A

ltair has acquired
Carriots S.L, an
Internet of Things
(IoT) technology company
from Madrid, Spain that
was founded in 2011. The
company is the developer
of Carriots®, a complete
IoT application enablement
platform (AEP) to rapidly
connect and manage
devices, collect and
analyse data, and build
intelligent applications
together with enterprise
business systems.
“Combining Altair’s
software suites with
Carriots’ solutions for the
IoT will provide our
customers with the
complete stack of
technology they need to
create, simulate and
manage their new connected products over complete
lifecycles”, says Miguel Castillo founder of Carriots.
“We are joining forces with a leader in product design and
engineering, and as part of the Altair team we can now better
help organisations capture the full value of IoT.”
The Carriots platform offers customers the freedom to
choose their own hardware or infrastructure provider, tailor
and build custom applications, integrate with third party
solutions and corporate IT systems or on-board devices directly
to Carriots as a turn-key platform as a service offering.
Carriots offers free trial access for customers to fully
develop proof of concept IoT applications, which can be scaled
to millions of devices with a commercial agreement
(https://www.carriots.com/joinus). Key advantages of the
Carriots platform are the speed of deployment and scalability

for broad use cases ranging from smart cities, energy, and
agriculture to consumer products and logistics.
James R. Scapa, Altair’s Founder, Chairman and CEO, notes
that, “As connectivity and intelligence become part of almost
everything with which we interact, performance optimisation
has evolved to be a continuous process throughout a product’s
lifecycle. We are combining Altair and partner technologies
with the Carriots platform to become a leader in IoT,
including applications to support our customers’ digital twin
strategies.”
“We are excited to start talking to customers and new local
partners across several industries here in South Africa about
the Carriots platform and the opportunities available to them,”
said Gronum Smith, Country Manager of Altair Engineering in
Stellenbosch.

EU slaps import duties

on some Chinese steels to counter subsidies

T

he European Union has slapped
provisional import duties of as much as
28.5% on certain Chinese corrosion
resistant steels after an eight-month
investigation found that the products enjoyed
unfair subsidies.
The 9 August 2017 decision by the
European Commission followed a complaint
by European steel association Eurofer whose
members include ArcelorMittal, ThyssenKrupp
and Tata Steel Europe.
The EU has hit China with anti-dumping
duties on various products in recent years
after EU companies cited illegal subsidies.
The EU executive body said anti-dumping duties
were necessary to help the bloc’s producers in at
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least 15 EU countries, according to an
announcement published in the bloc’s
Official Journal recently.
“It was provisionally concluded that
the imposition of measures would contribute
to the recovery of the Union industry by
allowing price increases enabling the
industry as a whole to return to a profitable
situation,” the Commission said in a
statement.
The EU import duties, ranging from
17.2% to 28.5%, will affect Hesteel Group,
Shougang Group, Shagang Group and several
other companies.
The companies can challenge the EU decision at a
hearing within 25 days.

100x faster, 10x cheaper:

3D metal printing is about to go mainstream

A

start-up called Desktop Metal has developed 3D printers
that can produce metal objects safely, in smaller spaces
and for a lower cost than traditional manufacturing,
which requires expensive machinery, lots of floor space and
risky physical labour.
The company closed a US $115 million round of venture
funding to deliver its first batch of machines to customers
within the U.S., founder and CEO Ric Fulop announced
recently. The series D investment brings Desktop Metal’s
total capital raised to US $212 million. The deal values the
company at more than US $1 billion, sources familiar with the
deal confirmed.

Last year, the entire additive manufacturing industry
produced US $5.1 billion in revenue, with just about
US $1 billion attributed to metal 3D printing, according to the
Wohlers Report 2016. But additive manufacturing is expected
to grow across the board, Grayson said, especially in
aerospace and automotive.
Desktop Metal’s machines work by binding metal and
ceramic powders into a soft polymer. They extrude layers of
this mixture to make an object, which is then placed into a
furnace for what the company calls “microwave-enhanced
sintering.” The polymer burns off there, and the metal fuses
together without losing its shape. Ceramic layers keep metal

Scientists from Bremen and Hanover will be presenting some
astounding results on high-performance metal cutting. They have the
potential to shorten the machining time for ultra-high-precision parts in
the near future by a factor of 10
Investors include venture firms such as NEA and Lux
Capital betting on advanced technologies and corporations
likely to use the start-up’s printers in their own operations.
Corporate backers include BMW, GE Ventures, GV
(formerly known as Google Ventures), Lowe's and Techtronic
Industries, which own Hoover, Dirt Devil, Ryobi and other
power tool and appliance brands.
“This team developed a product that solves a very
technologically complex problem in about 18 months,”
said Dayna Grayson, a tech investor with NEA. “We re-upped
our investment seeing their ability to execute, and because
we believe there's a very large, addressable market
here.”

parts from fusing wherever a designer wanted to separate
pieces.
The printed objects are ready to use out of the
furnace, no retooling required, Fulop said. They are
comparable to cast metal parts in terms of structural
integrity, he said.
Desktop Metal is shipping its first Studio system
printer to customers this fall. The system, which can be
purchased for about US $120 000 or leased for about
US $3 250 per month, is designed for engineers who want to
rapidly develop and test hardware prototypes in their office
or lab.
The Desktop Metal Production system will ship next
year to businesses that mass
produce metal parts and want
to use 3D printers on the factory
floor. It will cost around
US $420 000.
The Burlington,
Massachusetts-based company,
which employs about 150 people
full time, has focused on the US
market so far.
“We have seen demand
from all around the world,”
Fulop said. “But the US is still
where we see the most demand,
and that is to be expected. This
country is very much the leader in
research, design and innovation for
hardware, whether you're talking
about autonomous vehicles or
consumer electronics.”
Given the new funding round,
Desktop Metal will explore
international expansion in 2018.
But one of the CEO’s goals is to
Desktop Metal “Studio System”. Desktop Metal has developed a metal-making 3D printer
give the US manufacturing sector
that can, well, fit on a desk. The piece of equipment on the right is the company's furnace that
a boost.
uses thermal heat and microwaves to sinter the part
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MPIF announces award-winning
powder metal parts

T

he winners in the 2017
Powder Metallurgy (PM) Design
Excellence Awards competition,
sponsored by the Metal Powder
Industries Federation (MPIF), have
been announced. Eight grand prizes
and 10 awards of distinction
have been given in this year’s
competition during the 2017
International Conference on Powder
Metallurgy & Particulate Materials.
Designers continue to choose PM
for critical applications such as auto
engines and transmissions, medical
devices, consumer products, military
applications, and more.

was won by Dynacast Portland,
Wilsonville, Oregon, for a MIM 17-4
PH canard made for UTC Aerospace
Systems and Raytheon Company.
The stainless steel part is used on
the Talon, an add-on guidance and
control package that transforms a
legacy 2.75-inch Hydra-70 unguided
rocket into a low-cost, precisionguided weapon. Three canards on
each Talon act as the primary flight
control surfaces. The MIM canard
underwent a stringent qualification
process.
The Grand Prize in the Hand
Tools/Recreation Category went
to FMS Corporation, Minneapolis,
Grand prizes
Minnesota, for a 30-tooth drive
The Automotive-Transmission Grand Prize
The Grand Prize in the Automotive
sprocket fabricated from sinterwent to GKN Sinter Metals during the 2017 Design
— Transmission Category was
hardened steel with a proprietary
Excellence Awards
awarded to GKN Sinter Metals,
machining additive, made for Polaris
Auburn Hills, Michigan, for a
Industries, Inc. The part goes into a
planetary carrier assembly made
motorcycle where it is driven by the
for Ford Motor Company. The
output shaft of the transmission and
sinter-brazed copper-steel assembly,
in turn drives the rear wheel via a
comprised of a cage and a flanged
toothed pulley. Other than tapping,
hub, goes into the all-new 10-speed
the part is formed completely net
transmission for the Ford F-150
shape, which offered cost savings
pickup. The finished carrier assembly
over the previously machined part.
requires only simple milling and
The Grand Prize in the
turning operations to hold the tight
Hardware/Appliance Category was
tolerances on the bearing bores,
awarded to Indo-MIM Pvt. Ltd, India,
pinion pin shaft holes, and thrust
for three MIM parts-upper stop ring,
faces.
stop ring, and stop sleeve made for
The Grand Prize in the
Grohe, Germany. The parts go into
Automotive- Engine Category went
the valve of a bath shower
to Phillips-Medisize, Menomonie,
temperature controller unit. Made of
Wisconsin, for a four-slot fuel valve
MIM-316L stainless steel, all three
seat made for Delphi. The metal
complex parts are fabricated close
injection moulded (MIM) part goes
to net shape, and special ceramic
into the Multec3.5 compressed
setters are employed for enhanced
natural gas (CNG) fuel injector that
shape retention during sintering.
satisfies the market’s need for a
The Grand Prize in the
low-cost, low-pressure port fuel
Medical/Dental Category went to
The Hand Tools-Recreation Grand Prize
injector. It is currently used by
ARC Group Worldwide, Longmont,
went to FMS Corporation
several small engine and automotive
Colorado, for a MIM surgical keel
applications, including aftermarket
punch made for Paragon Medical.
CNG conversions for trucks and cars,
The part functions as a broach to
helping contribute to a reduction in greenhouse gas
remove bone during knee surgery. Made from MIM 17-4 PH
emissions.
stainless steel, the part is molded and sintered to net
The Grand Prize in the Automotive-Chassis Category was
shape with no additional coining, machining, or other
won by GKN Sinter Metals, Auburn Hills, Michigan, for a
post-processing to alter its shape.
copper-steel output pulley made for Nidec Automotive Motor
The Grand Prize in the Industrial Motors/Controls
Americas. The part goes into an electric reclining mechanism
& Hydraulics Category was won by FMS Corporation,
in a mini van rear seat application. The part offers a lot of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, for a stainless steel fitting.
functionality in the small-footprint mechanism — the groove
The fitting provides a latching mechanism to easily move a
for cable retention, the cam for radial movement, and stops at
safety pin on a hydraulic lever up and out of the way.
both ends.
An innovative ramp design acts as a cam surface to move
The Grand Prize in the Aerospace/Military Category
the pin from one position to the other.
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Okuma to present super

multitasking machines and
Smart Factory Solutions at EMO 2017

O

kuma will display its latest machining solutions to
provide supreme connectivity and productivity at this
year’s EMO 2017. Okuma’s smart machines as well as
the Laser EX series of super multitasking machines
capable of turning, milling, laser hardening and
additive manufacturing will make their European debut
at the fair. In addition, Okuma will introduce their
latest Smart Factory Solutions and present new ways
to integrate robotics to take productivity in an IoT
environment to the next level.
In accordance with this year’s EMO theme
“Connecting systems for intelligent production”,
Okuma’s innovations are dedicated to facilitating smart
manufacturing by promoting automation and
increasing connectivity in state-of-the-art production
facilities. Okuma will present eight European premieres
and a total of 16 machines at their 1 500m² booth.
Smart line machining with minimal footprint
Okuma’s latest 5-axis vertical machining center
MU-S600V enables 5-face machining with unparalleled
floor space productivity. With a width of 1 400mm the
The Okuma MU-6300V LASER EX is capable of milling, turning, grinding,
Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) and heat treatment. ©Okuma
machine handles workpieces 600mm in diameter. For
high levels of automation, several machine tools of
this type can be connected to form a compact smart
MU-S600V’s in a fully automated cell featuring a vision system
production line. This allows for a fully automated transfer of
and robot-assisted loading and unloading.
the workpiece from one machine to the next, thus eliminating
downtime between different processing stages. Production
Laser-infused super multitasking machining
line layouts are easily adjusted to accommodate changes
Okuma’s Laser EX line includes the world’s first
in volume or lead times. Okuma will present two connected
“done-on-one” machines. The 5-axis vertical machining center
MU-6300V Laser EX is capable of milling, turning, grinding,
Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) and heat treatment for a wide
range of workpiece sizes and shapes. On-machine hardening is
faster and causes less distortion than conventional heat treatment, resulting in dramatically increased accuracy and
throughput. The high-quality Trumpf laser beam source enables
stable laser processing over long runs and both large-capacity
and high definition additive manufacturing.
The Multus series, known for its precision and accuracy,
has been a staple in Okuma’s line of multitasking machines
for quite some time. The Multus U5000 is designed for
stable heavy-duty cutting with low spindle speeds. Its unrivalled
high-torque spindle serves to maximise efficiency. The Multus
U5000 handles medium and large parts as well as
difficult-to-cut materials, such as Titanium and Inconel. Finish
grinding is also among the new arrival’s many features. With
the addition of the laser-equipped variant, Okuma is taking
multitasking machining to new heights. The Multus U5000
Laser EX enables laser processing from coating to Laser Metal
Deposition (LMD). Okuma will demonstrate the machine’s laser
hardening capabilities in a dedicated stage-presentation.

Okuma’s MULTUS U5000 is designed for stable
heavy-duty cutting and is also available as a LASER EX super
multitasking version. ©Okuma
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In-depth smart factory know-how
Smart Machines are part of the IoT equation for the
single-source provider. Having recently opened the second
start-to-finish smart factory at its Japanese headquarters,
Okuma is ready to pass on its smart factory expertise at EMO.

The learnings from the company’s “Dream Site” factories
resulted in its Smart Factory Solutions as a means of making
Industry 4.0 a reality for customers. Driven by Okuma’s latest
AI-imbued CNC control, these applications allow for total control
of the entire scheduling and manufacturing process to support
high product mixes and shorter delivery times, ensuring
flexibility even with fluctuating demands.
Okuma’s Machine Status Monitor connects not only
machines but also production plants around the world, displaying
their availability at any given time. It visualises the machine
status and accumulates, stores and processes big data,
including machining and operating reports and the alarm history.
Based on this, continuous improvements can be made to make
each run better than the one before. The web-based interface can be viewed from anywhere and on any device — even
smartphones. By connecting the machines on display at EMO,
Okuma will simulate a smart factory and demonstrate the
possibilities afforded by their Smart Factory Solutions live on site.
Superior automation
Automation is yet another key factor Okuma is addressing
at EMO. Almost half of the manufacturer’s exhibits will be
presented in an automation-enhanced setup, with both
standard Okuma automation equipment — ranging from APCs
to Okuma’s Gantry Loader — as well as custom solutions
employing industry-leading robotics from Okuma’s partners.
Extensive machine tool line-up
Further EMO-premieres include Okuma’s compact Multus
B250II, with the largest y-axis travel in its class, the compact

Connected in a production line, the Okuma MU-S600V enables
unmanned workpiece transfers from one machine to the next to
promote automation in a smart factory. ©Okuma

precision cylindrical grinder GA26W, featuring an NC tailstock
for increased efficiency, and the new lathes V920EX, Genos
L2000 and Genos L3000. The latter is a high performance
1-saddle turning center with an integral spindle and an
NC-controlled tailstock. The machine will be shown in a
robot-assisted setup. The MU-10000H is not only the
manufacturer’s most colossal EMO exhibit, but also Okuma’s
largest 5-Axis machining center and among the world’s fastest
large trunnion machines. Its high-speed, high-torque
capabilities meet the requirements for stable heavy-duty
machining of titanium and nickel based alloys.
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za
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Integrated measurement is Renishaw’s
focus at EMO Hannover 2017

R

enishaw, a world leader in precision engineering
technologies, will be exhibiting its extensive range of
metrology and additive manufacturing systems on two
stands at EMO Hannover 2017. Intelligent machining processes
are critical to companies that want to exploit the full benefits
of Industry 4.0 and throughout its main stand (hall 6, B46)
Renishaw will demonstrate the power of integrating its latest
measurement technologies within a manufacturing process.
In hall 27, Renishaw will also exhibit in the new Additive
Manufacturing Zone, where it will demonstrate software
and systems for metal part manufacture at stand A72. This
includes the latest version of the company’s build file
preparation software, QuantAM 2017, which has been
designed specifically for Renishaw metal additive
manufacturing systems; RenAM 500M and AM 400.
Products highlighted in hall 6 will include a new contact
scanning system for CNC machine tools, new software for the
Equator™ flexible gauge which allows users to fully integrate
the system with CNC machine tools, new on-machine and
mobile apps that simplify the use of machine tool probing,
an enhanced non-contact tool setter for machining centres, a
new multi-probe optical interface system, a new surface finish
probe for co-ordinate measuring machines (CMMs), and new
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software that enhances the functionality of Renishaw’s XM-60
multi-axis calibration system.
Visitors to EMO Hannover 2017 will also see Renishaw’s
new machining cell concept, which demonstrates how the
ability to monitor key process inputs, analyse data and
continuously improve manufacturing processes facilitates
increased productivity and higher accuracy. Simply measuring
the output of a manufacturing process using ‘tailgate’
inspection is not enough and, more often, too late to control
all the variability in a manufacturing process. It is critical that
checks and measurements are also made before, during and
immediately after machining to control both common-cause
and special-cause variation.
“Intelligent process control is a key part of Industry 4.0”,
says Paul Maxted, Renishaw’s Director of Industrial Metrology
Applications.
“We not only provide technologies and applications that
deliver some of the benefits of Industry 4.0, data generated by
Renishaw devices can also be used in conjunction with other
process information from machines, cutting tools and other
sensors within high level predictive systems for intelligent
process optimisation and control.”
For further details visit www.renishaw.com

Hypertherm at

Schweissen & Schneiden 2017

H

ypertherm, a
manufacturer of plasma,
laser and waterjet
cutting systems, is pleased to
announce its participation at
the upcoming Schweissen
und Schneiden 2017
(25-29 September 2017) in
Dusseldorf, Germany. Visitors
will meet the new plasma, a
revolution in industrial
cutting, see impressive
demonstrations and get
introduced to an amazing new
concept at the company’s
stand in Hall 13, stand B61.
“At EuroBLECH2016 we
introduced a completely new
state-of-the art stand concept
where visitors could
experience the Hypertherm
brand in an innovative way
where we made use of
advanced live and online
connectivity with our regional
Hypertherm’s new class of plasma called X-DefinitionTM
headquarters in the Netherlands
and interactive tables within
gives industry leading cut quality and superior performance
our stand,” said Jurgen
on all metals because new technologies such as
Boelaars, EMEA Marketing
Manager at Hypertherm.
Vented Water InjectionTM (VWI), plasma dampening, and
“For Schweissen &
Schneiden we will continue our
Vent-to-Shield technologies are incorporated
innovation and fully integrate
the principles of industry 4.0 for
a truly exceptional interactive experience. We are confident
that visitors will be amazed by our new products, its
capabilities and the way it is presented.”
Besides all the new products and technologies, the company
will feature its HyPrecisionTM Waterjet cutting products,
CAM nesting software line, automation products as well as
torch and consumable technologies from Hypertherm and its
Centricut® and AccuStream® brands in Hall 13, stand B61.
Hypertherm’s new class of plasma called X-DefinitionTM
gives industry leading cut quality and superior performance
on all metals because new technologies such as Vented Water
InjectionTM (VWI), plasma dampening, and Vent-to-Shield
technologies are incorporated. The end result is squarer cut
edges, markedly less angularity, and excellent surface
finish on non-ferrous metals like aluminum and stainless
steel. Visitors can see and experience the amazing results in
a unique way.
Special guest and metal artist Marcel Boonen will perform
impressive cutting demonstrations with the new generation of
Hypertherm’s Powermax® line of light industrial plasma
cutter, the Powermax45® XP. Connect to the Hypertherm
EMEA Facebook page to automatically get updates of what to
expect at the show and special actions.
For more information contact Craig Sterly of
Hypertherm on email craig.sterly@hypertherm.com or visit
www.hypertherm.com
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DMG MORI to demonstrate

the future of production technology live
in Hall 2 at EMO 2017
Eight world premieres.

F

rom the 18th to 23rd September 2017
DMG MORI will again exhibit in the
entire Hall 2, North Entrance, on an
exhibition area of approximately 10 000m².
DMG MORI will be showcasing around
80 high-tech machines at the EMO 2017 to
demonstrate its latest innovations and
integral technology solutions, right through to
the digital factory.

Path of digitisation
The key topic at the EMO in Hannover is
the “Path of Digitisation” from DMG MORI,
with which the company smooths the way to
the future of the “Digital Factory” for its
customers worldwide. The supporting
pillars of success here include the
APP-based CELOS® control and operating system, the DMG MORI technology cycles
and customised software solutions for
maximum efficiency in digital production.
In line with this the company will also
be demonstrating the diversity of the
automation solutions in the new
unmistakable VERTICO design. DMG MORI will be
presenting around half of the machines on show with
automation.
The future of additive manufacturing
With a fully digitalised process chain DMG MORI will be
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presenting its future technologies in the field of additive
manufacturing at the EMO. Its offer of both laser deposition
welding with a powder nozzle (Laser Metal Deposition) and
selective laser melting in a powder bed (SLM) means that
DMG MORI has bundled together the most important
generative production processes for metallic materials
under one roof.



DMG MORI Technology Excellence Centre
From the “Product to the Process” is the slogan of
the EMO branch solutions at the DMG MORI Technology
Excellence Centre. By integrating customers in the joint
process development at a very early stage DMG MORI offers
customised technical turnkey solutions in the aerospace,
automotive, die & mold and medical sectors.
Eight world premieres
DMG MORI once again demonstrates its innovative
strength with eight world premieres from the technological
fields of turning and milling. The latest CTX 2500 | 700
universal turning centre is the prelude to the fifth
generation of this successful series, while the CLX 550
enlarges the range of basic turning machines. With the
NTX 2500 DMG MORI expands its portfolio in turn-mill
machining. In addition the third generation CTV 250 plus the
MULTISPRINT 25 and MULTISPRINT 36 multi-spindle
automatic lathes stand as examples of automated performance
for more efficiency in serial production. The DMU 340 Gantry
and DMU 200 Gantry 5-axis universal machines round off the
world premieres as two new additions to the XXL range.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Tongtai Group presents

new products at EMO 2017
The TTGroup will exhibit three innovative technologies.

T

he first one is Anger Machinlng’s 2PLUS solution that
opens new possibilities for different precision workpiece
machining in 5-axis in volume production. The Anger
2PLUS is a new fully automated system, which enables the
customer to achieve considerably greater variability with
higher efficiency. It allows for the production in chaotic
workpiece sequence, with zero second conversion time and
without any intervention of an operator. This solution is of
interest to manufacturing companies who have to produce
the undefined quantities of completely different parts with a
powerful volume machine. With 2PLUS and the newly
patented clamping method SmartFix, which connects the
fixtures directly to the loading robot this can be done without
manual retooling.
Tongtai Machine & Tool Co will exhibit the company’s first
metal powder direct energy deposition and subtractive
manufacturing machine, AMH-350. It is a successful
collaborative product developed by Optomec and Tongtai.
AMH-350 is a hybrid additive and subtractive machining
equipment which fulfills 3D printing, parts repairing, laser
deposition and 5-axis machining functions. These processing
methods can all be satisfied in only one machine as one-stop
machining center to shorten production time and decrease
material cost.
PCl's new twin spindle Meteor is the result of years of
experience in the automotive industry and high level
technologies, possible with fully independent 5-axis double
machining. Designed following high efficiency standards of
automotive applications, this new machine answers OEMs
most challenging project’s requirements.
Reliability and high dynamics are the key word to define

this new machining center, coming alongside with a full new
range of high-end horizontal machining centers. Gantry loaded
or with automated pallet changer this new Meteor TS630V will
fit a full range of applications and offer flexibility between all
possible 4 and 5-axis configurations.
For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 914 3360 or visit
www.pbsmt.co.za
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Mazak adds another plant
to its smart network

Machine tool builder expands IoT-connected factory
concept to Japanese manufacturing plant.

M

azak has passed another milestone in its drive to
expand “smart manufacturing”, announcing full
digitisation of its manufacturing plant at Oguchi, Japan.
The manufacturer emphasises data analysis and machine
connectivity in its designs, specifically using the MTConnect®
open communications protocol and customised data-collection
technology, and applies these in its own machine tool
production processes, too.
“There is little doubt in the industry that MTConnect will
soon be the standard worldwide and the foundation of
tomorrow’s digitised manufacturing operations,” stated
chairman Brian Papke. “At Mazak, we’ve experienced
double-digit increases in productivity and machine utilisation
in each facility immediately after the implementation of digital
process monitoring through MTConnect and our SmartBox
technology.”
SmartBox is a network device that collects data from
and supplies information to individual machines, and
communicates with a wider network via the open protocol.
Oguchi is one of five Mazak plants in Japan, its
headquarters location and the site of its R&D operations.
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The plant manufactures a range of horizontal and multi-tasking
machines. A new plant Mazak is building at Inabe City,
southwest of Tokyo, is designed according to the “iSMART
Factory” concept and will begin producing machine tools in
2019.
Mazak’s first iSMART Factory is its plant in Florence,
Kentucky, US, which manufactures the complete line of Mazak
machine tools. The plant is organised as a series of advanced
manufacturing cells and production systems in order to
maximise productivity and flexibility. The MTConnect protocol
links the machines, work cells, individual devices, and discrete
processes, collecting process and product data from each one.
The iSMART Factory concept achieves “free-flow data
sharing,” to optimise manufacturing by coordinating all
available technology, information, and resources, in line with
the theories projected as the industrial Internet of Things (IoT).
In addition to its two ISMART Factories and the one in
development, Mazak indicated it would report further details in
September.
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Schweissen & Schneiden 2017
25 to 29 September 2017 — Dusseldorf, Germany.

T

ogether with Messe Essen GmbH,
the organiser of Schweissen &
Schneiden and a longstanding
partner of the society, DVS is looking
forward to the forthcoming premier
global fair. This will take place in
Düsseldorf from September 25
to 29, 2017 since the fair site in
Essen is being modernised for the next
Schweissen & Schneiden.
More than 55 000 attendees from
more than 130 countries are expected
to converge on Düsseldorf, Germany,
for Schweissen & Schneiden, the
international trade fair for joining,
cutting, and surfacing. Held every four
years, the show is one of Europe’s
largest gatherings of welding, cutting,
and finishing industry professionals
from around the world. Since its
inception in 1952, the exhibition has
established itself to be one of the most significant platforms
for the exchange of ideas. Representing 40 nations, 1 000
exhibitors will present the latest developments and innovations
at Schweissen & Schneiden 2017 from all sectors. Visitors
will be able to view the latest advances in welding and cutting
technology, hand tools, safety gear, consumables, and other
equipment.
On display will be plant and equipment for the joining, cutting and surfacing of metallic and non-metallic materials and
material composites, plant and equipment for heat
treatment and other production processes, fully mechanised
and automated plants, industrial robots, data processing, control and instrumentation technology, production plants for fillers
and consumables, workshop and workplace equipment, safety
devices, occupational safety and health, accessories,
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fillers, consumables and auxiliary
materials, measuring and testing
technology, quality assurance, industry
services, organisations, research,
information, literature and bonding.
As a result of the great interest in
the first DVS robot welding competition,
the German Welding Society (DVS) will
continue its contest for the best weld
with the aid of a robot under the title of
the Robot Welding Contest.
“We know that the field of
‘automation’ will be a top subject at
Schweissen & Schneiden. Therefore, it
was only consistent to place our
successful competition there,” explains
Dipl.-Ing. Rockhard Zsehra, the
Technical Officer in DVS who is
responsible for the robot welding contest.
He is expecting a lot of
competition-hungry robot operators who
may represent Germany or countries in Europe or beyond.
“The most important prerequisite is proficiency in the
English or German language, because that simply serves
safety. And of course, the participant should provide proof that
he/she can operate a robot. That should not be difficult for the
experienced robot operators because they will be able to select
their personal favourites from seven possible robot / welding
power source combinations. Thus, they will already be familiar
with the equipment from their workplaces.”
So that every programmer beyond Germany’s borders can
learn about the Robot Welding Contest, information is available
on the internet in German and English with all the details and
the application form at www.dvs-ev.de/robot and
www.dvs-ev.de/robot-en respectively.
For further details visit www.schweissen-schneiden.com

PRODUCT

REVIEW

SigmaTEK Systems releases
SigmaNEST X1.3 and SigmaTUBE X1

S

igmaTEK Systems has released the latest version
of their software, SigmaNEST X1.3. The new release
offers new features and significant improvements,
which is part of SigmaTEK’s on-going commitment to
delivering elegant software through continuous innovation.
With SigmaNEST X1.3 fabricators can expect to see
increased speed and quality as the software allows their
machines to achieve peak performance. SigmaNEST X1.3
introduces a multitude of additional innovations including
new CAD repair geometry, new PDF and image import
modules, new task parameter dialog box, enhanced features
for punching, new common line punch features and a new
SigmaNEST help centre.
SigmaNEST is now available as a 64-bit program, giving
SigmaNEST access to more memory on computers with a
64-bit operating system. In addition, nesting improvements
now allow the HD TrueShape Plus nesting engine to operate
faster and more efficient than ever and provide the best yield
possible.
SigmaNEST X1.3 also contains an advanced pre-form
punching feature
that protects
parts with formed
features from
damage by
reordering the
interfering hits,
designating a
“crush zone”
around each
forming hit, and
comparing it to
the station
diameter of
nearby hits. If
these zones
overlap, the
nearby hits are
designated as
pre-form
punching hits,
which can be
reordered in Tool
Sort. This update
allows for greater
efficiency and
less wasted
valuable
material.
With
SigmaNEST X1.3
the release
covers
improvements
for every type of
user in the
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areas of nesting, NC functions, user interface and help
files.
SigmaTUBE X1
SigmaTEK Systems has also recently released the latest
version of their automated tube-cutting software, SigmaTUBE
X1. The latest release offers new features and significant
improvements that are a result of SigmaTEK’s on-going
commitment to delivering elegant, effective software through
continuous innovation.
SigmaTUBE helps tube fabricators complete missioncritical work. It is a complete tube cutting solution for 4, 5
and 6-axis cutting machines that automatically processes
and programs entire assemblies. SigmaTUBE is fully
integrated inside Solidworks and is capable of
programming all tube shapes and sizes. The fastest full
assembly processing tube software on the market now
has even more added features with the release of
SigmaTUBE X1.
The new Best Stick Nesting feature is a 1D nesting option
that gives you the best overall yield possible based on your
stock selection. You can either select Best Stick Fixed to use
a single length stock or you can choose Best Stick Mixed to
allow mixing and matching.
SigmaTUBE X1 has also expanded the functionality of
the new Best Stick Nesting feature into the Nest Calculator
tool. The new SigmaTUBE Nest Calculator is a material
optimisation tool that calculates the ideal stock length for a
task. Using the minimum and maximum length and allowed
increment, the calculator displays a complete stock
comparison, which shows you the lengths that yield the
highest utilisation percentage. This is also a tool that
fabricators can use for quoting, to determine how much stock
you need to complete a job prior to programming.
SigmaTUBE X1 also offers a Single Pierce Open Section
Toolpath for channel and angle profiles. This option
interpolates cuts on sharp corners, allowing a single
toolpath to be used for the end cuts. Basically, this option
provides a single cut rather than multiple passes, decreasing
cut times.
For more information contact the local agent
Mecad Systems on TEL: 012 645 4300 or visit the
website www.mecad.co.za

New Flow Mach 500
waterjet cutting system

F

low has released its Mach 500,
an entirely new waterjet system
marking the arrival of a new
industry standard, the company says.
The Mach 500 combines the latest
in machine architecture and waterjet
cutting technology with comprehensive service and support programmes.
The main fields of use are machining
metals such as aluminium, stainless
steel, copper and brass, synthetic and
natural stone and composite
materials as well as cutting glass and plastics.
Together, the latest generation of FlowXpert® 3-D solid
modelling CAD/CAM software and the Compass 5-axis contour
following and collision sensing solution enable the Mach 500 to
make a quantum leap in terms of speed, precision and
reliability, significantly boosting productivity.
With the Mach 500, Flow has successfully doubled
acceleration versus previous models. This means a 15
to 30 per cent reduction in cycle time relative to the Mach 3b,
the company’s best-selling waterjet cutting system worldwide.

The Mach 500’s Z travel height is
50 per cent larger (305mm) and
repeatability (0.03mm) has been
doubled. The modern electrical
system improves reliability of the
overall system and reduces
complexity. The latest generation of
FlowXpert® CAD/CAM software is
capable not only of designing
complete 3-D models and
assemblies but also of
simultaneously calculating

optimum cutting paths.
Thanks to the modular architecture and numerous
configuration options, the Mach 500 can be individually
tailored to customer requirements. For example, a range of
pump technologies and cutting heads are available. Compass,
the optional, patented multi-axial contour following system, has
an integral collision sensor and enables precision cutting even
on uneven surfaces.
For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za
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Wire EDM series with intuitive HMIs —
AgieCharmilles Cut P Series

G

F Machining Solutions’ new AgieCharmilles Cut P
Series of wire EDMs provides users precise positioning
and contouring capabilities for high part quality and
productivity.
The Cut P 350/550/800/1250 machines feature
efficient power generators, robust designs and intuitive
human-machine interfaces (HMIs) as well as several
automation options for lights-out operation.
With Intelligent Power Generator (IPG) technology, the
EDMs deliver surface finishes as smooth as Ra 0.10 µm and
boost cutting speeds by up to 20 per cent, claims the
company. Several Expert systems further optimise the IPG’s
cutting performance, especially for challenging applications.
Power-Expert monitors and smoothly changes power
levels while the machine cuts parts with variable heights.
The system protects the parts from unstable conditions while
the machine maintains high cutting speeds. Simultaneously,
this system controls the spark parameters during finish
operations to provide high-quality surface finishes on
variable-height parts. This maximises part finishes and
significantly reduces the need for secondary benchwork.
Regardless of workpiece height, Wire-Expert dynamically
controls wire wear to achieve continuous geometrical
accuracy from all directions. For part profile accuracy,
Profil-Expert automatically adapts the machining parameters
and the cut path for rough and skim passes to provide
excellent control of fine details and to ensure positioning
and contour accuracies of ±2 µm, while TAPER-EXPERT
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technology cuts angles from 0 to 30 degrees (45 degrees as
an option) to maximum Z heights.
Taper-Expert corrects shifts of the Z reference position in
real time, even when the taper angle is changing. The taper
angle is also held to within 10 seconds on average, providing
taper accuracy and geometry reference accuracy throughout
the taper cut.
Fixed tables on the machines provide rigidity and stability
that ensure accuracy when machining heavy workpieces.
Integrated temperature regulation systems consistently maintain
temperatures within ±0.2 degrees C, which guarantees
repeatability over long periods of time. However, in shops
where the ambient temperature may vary throughout the day,
a Thermostability option provides an extra layer of temperature
control protection from thermal effects on machine axes.
The machines also feature GF Machining Solutions’
collision protection technology in the X, Y, U, V and Z axes that
prevents potential machine damage and eliminates costly
down time and maintenance, even at maximum axis travel
speeds of 3 m/min.
The Windows 7-based AC Cut HMI 2 user interface on the
machines simplifies file management and maximizes operator
efficiency with its 19 in. touch screen and today’s i7 CPU
technology. This system also supports intuitive programming
directly on the control as well as imported CAD/CAM files with
built-in AC CAM Easy CAD/CAM software. The EDM series is
also ready for the Internet of Things/Industry 4.0 with
eConnectivity features that connect the machine to larger
shop management systems for effective monitoring and
increased machine utilisation.
New automation solutions, including Automatic
Slug Management (ASM), Automatic Slug
Welding (ASW) and Renishaw probing
system, reduce processing time by up to
20 per cent in lights-out production
environments. Additionally, the Cut P
Series 350 and 550 can integrate
with robots such as the System 3R
WorkPartner 1+ that automatically
loads and unloads parts for a single
machine or within a two-machine
automation cell that doubles machine
production capacities.
With over 600 dedicated, preprogrammed cutting processes, the
machines optimise production for
electronics, automotive, medical and
mold and die manufacturers. The
series tackles parts ranging from less
than 1mm up to 800mm in height,
weighing up to 6 000 kg made of a
host of materials from steel, carbide
and copper to aluminum, titanium and
graphite. Wires are available in 0.1mm,
0.15mm, 0.2mm, 0.25mm, 0.3mm and
0.33mm diameters.
For more information contact Retecon
Machine Tools on TEL: 011 976 8600 or
visit www.retecon.co.za

High-feed face mill
speeds up productivity
25° entering angle facilitates higher metal removal rates.

C

utting tool and tooling system specialist Sandvik
Coromant has unveiled a new high-feed version of
the CoroMill® 745 face milling cutter, featuring a
25° entering angle for additional productivity gains when
milling steel and cast iron workpieces. The new high-feed
version
facilitates even
higher metal
removal rates
(MRR) in
applications with
depths of cut
up to 2.8mm.
The new cutter
is set to benefit
sectors such as
die and mould,
pump and valve,
oil and gas,
automotive,
power generation
and general
engineering.
Despite the elevated MRR and productivity, there
is no compromise to surface finish when using the new
high-feed CoroMill 745. A light cutting action from the
innovative insert positioning provides excellent chip
formation, a smooth soft sound and low power
consumption.
“An important benefit of the new cutter is low cost
per edge from its double-sided 14-edge insert design. In fact,
purchasing departments will be pleased to learn that tool
inventory costs are reduced because the CoroMill 745 with
25° entering angle uses the same inserts as its counterpart
cutter with 42° entering angle,” says Matts Westin,
Product Manager, Sandvik Coromant.
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The high-feed CoroMill 745
is aimed at roughing to
semi-finishing face
milling operations
on machining
centers and
multi-task
machines.
With its
multi-edge
concept, the
tool is
particularly
suitable for
large-batch
production, flexible
transfer lines and when
maximum tool utilisation is important. Advantages will be
provided when milling components such as valves, engine
blocks, hubs, main frames, pump components and moulds,
in fact, any type of general engineering component made
from ISO P or ISO K materials. The presence of a short
(0.6 mm) parallel land ensures a good surface finish.
The large screw ensures easy handling, while the insert
position and the heptagonal insert shape make clamping
exceptionally secure for reliable face milling operations.
Internal coolant is available on all cutters, which range
from 63 to 160mm.
Providing an example of the potential gains on offer, a
customer trial application showed impressive benefits
when face milling a machine bed component made from
cast CMC ST52 on an ISO-50 gantry mill. A 125mm
CoroMill 745 with 25° entering angle reduced cycle time
per component by 40% in comparison with a competitor
tool.
The high-feed CoroMill 745 with 25° entering angle
complements CoroMill 745 with 42° entering angle.
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com

Universal five-sided machining
of large-volume moulds — Kao Ming

A

ccording to Kao Ming, the new KMC SR-H model range
is characterised by a high degree of automation and a
robust basic structure. The machine enables the
universal five-sided machining of large-volume moulds, tools
and machine components in one clamping.
The KMC SR-H series features a vertical spindle as well
as an automatically interchangeable 90° angle milling head.
Various milling heads are available for expanding the possible
applications, for example an extended vertical milling head for
deep dipping into the workpiece or the 30° milling head for die
and mold construction.
According to the manufacturers, all axes have generously
dimensioned, hardened and ground flat guides for maximum
stability and rigidity and optimal precision during machining.
Large-diameter preloaded ball screws are used in all axes. The
ball screw spindle of the table drive has an internal oil cooler,
which keeps the spindle in a constant temperature range even
during continuous operations.
The spindle ball bearings are additionally air-cooled for an
optimised positioning accuracy. Integrally cast bearing seats in
the Y and Z-axis provide enhanced rigidity. Additionally, there is
a wide range of accessories and equipment to allow a precise
machine configuration. These options include an internal

coolant supply, measuring
sensors, CNC round
tables or flexibly
extendable tool
magazines.

With a wide range of accessories and
equipment, the Kao Ming KMC SR-H range
allows a precise machine configuration

For further details contact Victor Fortune on
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za
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Solutions for the intelligent machine —
Buffalo Machinery

B

uffalo Machinery has set itself the goal of manufacturing
intelligent machines with high quality and cutting-edge
technology that fully meet the requirements of
Industry 4.0.
Increasing demands are being made on the machine tool
industry as regards digitalisation, higher reliability
and failure prevention. The company has set itself
the goal of manufacturing intelligent machines
with high quality and cutting-edge
technology that fully meet the
requirements of Industry 4.0.
Under the Axile brand, machine
tools are being developed for the
premium market and new
procedures of FEM (Finite Element

Buffalo Machinery's gantry-type
five-axis vertical machining center
G8 is equipped with all
Industry 4.0 related devices

Method) calculation, static and dynamic model calculation and
modern market research methods are being used.
In cooperation with Schaeffler, work is being carried out on
maintenance facilities, Smart Machining Technologies (SMT),
and availability technologies. The five-axis machining center
Axile G8, which will be presented at EMO Hannover
2017, has been designed to meet the high-end
requirements of the mould making, aerospace,
automotive and medical sectors. It deploys
sensors to capture important information
from the core components. In the process,
the data are divided into the two groups of
real-time data acquisition for monitoring
purposes and the running data that is
stored for long-term evaluation. The latter
are then used for a life-cycle calculation or
preventive maintenance management.
For further details contact Metal Chip
Machinery on TEL: 011 824 0387 or visit
www.metalchipmachinery.co.za

Modular heads for changeable
end mill system

T

ungaloy Corp. has expanded its TungMeister
changeable-head endmill system. The latest addition
involves a new modular head line of TungForce-Rec,
miniature shoulder milling cutter series.
TungForce-Rec features a V-shaped insert, designed to
avoid insert movement under high centrifugal force, while
delivering excellent machining reliability even when used at a
high metal removal rate, according to the company.
The insert’s large rake angle ensures a light cutting
action, while the obtuse-angled flank face of the insert
strengthens the cutting edge and avoids chipping.
The cutter body
design allows for
far more compact
and sturdy pockets
than other
cutters with flat-bottom
inserts, claims the
Tungaloy. Therefore,
a larger core diameter
is retained in the given
small tool diameter,
making TungForce-Rec
a perfect miniature
shoulder mill with
incomparable rigidity
for shouldering,
slotting, 3D profiling,
and various other
applications.
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TungForce-Rec inserts feature a maximum 6mm depth
of cut and are available in three different grades for a wide
range of materials. Tool diameters are available from
8mm to 16mm.
Characterised by a highly rigid body structure and
unique insert design, TungForce-Rec ensures reliable,
high precision miniature shoulder milling in a wide range of
materials. Now the TungMeister changeable head system has
a lineup of TungForce-Rec modules. The indexable endmill
system features secure coupling with minimal bending at the
flange and tapered shank contacts. An optimal tool shank
selection is possible from the standard shank material lineups
of cemented carbide, steel, and vibration damping pure
tungsten.
For further information contact Star Tooling on
TEL: 011 818 2250 or visit www.startooling.co.za

Prima Power’s Laser Next 2130

P

rima Power’s Laser Next 2130 is for the processing of
mass produced hot-stamped automotive parts, such as
those for the new door ring concept.
Hot stamped parts are increasingly replacing traditional
metal formed parts in automotive frame design and this trend
is confirmed also for the next years. These components play
in fact a fundamental role in reducing vehicle weight, and
consequently fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, and
keeping overall strength to grant 5-star safety ratings.
A recent trend that is gaining momentum is the adoption
of a new door ring concept, hot stamped as one part instead
of the four parts which are usually required. This minimises
production costs, reduces the weight and increases the
performance of this component.
Prima Power’s new Laser Next 2130 cutting machine
maintains the performance of the previous
1530 model while offering an increased
working volume, making it ideal for cutting large
hot stamped components.
Laser Next 2130 has a working
volume of 3 050 x 2 100 x 612mm with a
dynamic and high precision 5 000mm
turntable. The system is compact and offers
208m/min trajectory speed and 2.1g
acceleration performance. It can be equipped
with a 3kW or 4kW high brilliance fiber laser.
Laser Next features Prima Power’s own
focusing head, direct drive motors, double
protection SIPS and a metallic sensor for
safety, focal position control, a compact size
and a sealed enclosure for complete
protection.
Prima Power has also developed a new fiber

laser head with adaptive optics for automatic management
of focal position and diameter, and fast, reactive and
accurate stand-off measurement. The new head is
designed for excellent cutting quality and dynamics on all
materials.
Laser Next is typically used for mass production of
automotive components, where efficiency is a decisive factor.
With its new CF series generators, Prima Power is the only
laser machine manufacturer to develop internally all essential
elements of its products. This adds to the efficiency of
Prima Power 3D laser systems, well-proven by hundreds of
installations for 24/7 manufacturing of hot stamped
components across the globe.
For further details contact Talmac Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 827 6539 or visit www.talmac.co.za

Ermaksan Powerbend Pro 4-Axes CNC
press brake with knee gap

T

he new Power-Bend Pro is
ideal for most high-speed
bending applications,
whether they're complicated,
sensitive, single, or multiple.
Plus, as with all of Ermaksan’s
machines, the Power-Bend Pro is
highly customisable to ensure
that you get the right machine for
you and your business.
Ermaksan says the
Powerbend Pro 4-Axes CNC press
brake is a perfect solution which
gives cost and work area
advantages to customers whom
work with thin and small parts up
to 1 270mm. Its ergonomic design
by knee-gap, seater, work-desk
and height adjustable CNC
pendant arm provides comfortable working environment

for the operator.
Focused on productivity and
keeping costs at a minimum, the
new Power-Bend Pro 4 Axes
CNC Press Brake with Knee
Gap & Seater comes standard
equipped with 4-Axes
(Y1, Y2, X, R), standard manual
crowning and a CYEBEL Modeva
15-T Controller.
The new Power-Bend Pro has
a bending length of 1 270mm,
distance between centres of
1 050mm, bending power of
40 ton, motor power of 5,5kW,
throat depth of 350mm and a
stroke of 170mm.
For more information
contact F & H Machine Tools
on TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za
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Fair Friend Group to occupy
entire Hall 14 at EMO 2017

F

FG presents portfolio of machine tools and systems with
a focus on smart production — occupies the entire Hall 14
to showcase 40 machines and manufacturing cells in the
Group with 5 618m² of exhibition space.
The Fair Friend group is known for its variety of renowned
brands, covering the full range of metal cutting machinery for
turning, gear making, milling, honing and grinding in all parts
sizes and volumes to manufacturing cells, agile systems, rotary
transfer machines and turnkey systems including proprietary
automation solutions. At the EMO 2017 the international
machine tool manufacturing group is set to prove that
the widespread portfolio can be combined smartly to
match the needs of customers from various industries
across the globe.
The EMO display will include two VDF Boehringer
large scale lathes ideally suited for entire wheelset
reworks, machining of new axles and used axles. Various
further machines will be shown to complete the range
of applications, including rotary transfer machines from
IMAS, Pfiffner and Witzig & Frank, CV joint specialists
MAG and Meccanodora, cost-efficient milling,
turning and grinding concepts from Feeler, Leadwell,
DMC and Equiptop, and 5-axis solutions from Sigma,
Sachman and FFG’s partner Zuse Hüller Hille.
With the addition of the Italian grinding machine
manufacturers from Tacchella, who recently joined the group,
the application range is further extended to include finish
machining of hardened parts.
The tradition of versatile large part machining
at FFG is represented by the Italian manufacturer
Jobs and the Japanese experts from SNK. Both
have been serving the markets for aerospace
and large die manufacturing for decades.
World premiere for crankshaft machining
The VDF Boehringer brand has been setting
milestones in crankshaft production technology
since decades and kept developing its turnkey
program ever since then. Having presented an

entirely new modular line of crankshaft machines for the whole
process chain, VDF Boehringer will bring another world premier
to this EMO. The newly designed VDF 221 CIM will widen the
process portfolio to include high performance internal milling.
The intelligent design and stability of
the machines provides for
high material removal
rates, short cycle
times, low tool cost
and high surface
qualities.
This highly
productive
process will be
presented in an
automated cell
together with a
VDF 211 CT for
high precision
turning.
Industry 4.0:
direct value added approach and networks
With roots in all major markets, FFG’s approach to
Industry 4.0 and the related fields of technology is
uniquely widespread. Solutions spread from an integrated
Factory Automation approach to multi-level tools for
enhanced overall equipment efficiency and alliances with
major players in automation, control & drive and IT.
The common denominator is a hands-on approach that
is taking into account the daily business of customers as
well as their overall strategy, enabling them to leverage
unused potentials. An overview and examples of these
various projects will be presented at EMO, including
machine data analysis, tools for system engineering and
integration, monitoring, service and support, cloud-based
open architecture SCADA systems and much more.
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Manufacturing of precision parts
in three steps — Takumi
CNC machining centers from the Takumi brand H series are equipped with the Win-Max
dialogue control, optionally with DXF. The control software simplifies the programming.

A

t the EMO Hannover 2017, Hurco will be showcasing its
powerful CNC machining centers and high-speed portal
machines from the Takumi H-series brand. The centers
are equipped with the Win-Max conversational control system,
with optional DXF. The control system software simplifies
programming and reportedly achieves the setup for producing
precision parts in just three steps. Compared to other
conversational programming systems, the software is said to
reduce programming time for a workpiece by up to 50 per cent.
The high-speed machines are claimed to produce superb
surface quality. Absolute direct measuring systems, internal
coolant feed through the high-speed spindle, direct drives
on all axes and electronic temperature compensation come
as standard. According to Hurco the machines yield high-end
performance, yet their procurement costs are no higher than
average, which makes them excellent value for money.
For further details contact Hurco South Africa on
TEL: 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.co.za

Takumi portal machining centers for
high-speed tool-making and
mold-making applications
and for the
aerospace
industry
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Gear skiving machines with direct-drive tables
handle high workpiece speeds — Liebherr

E

MO 2017: Liebherr will feature its LK 300 and
500 gear skiving machines, which are based on
components of corresponding large hobbing machines.
These machines are rigid and equipped with powerful
spindles and direct-drive tables to handle high workpiece
speeds. The drive works with an automatic control that
is said to maintain optimal parameters. The machines
are supplied on a turnkey basis with individual clamping
fixtures for each workpiece. A ring loader is the machine’s

standard
workpiece
changing
device.
The
LHGearTec
control
system
contains
mathematical formulas
for pressure
and angle
corrections
said to
improve quality via the machine’s kinematics. Automation
options include a toolchanger, belts and robots.
The machines have a maximum gearing diameter of
300/500mm, maximum workpiece outside diameter of
500/600mm, maximum table speed of 3 000/1 500/min,
a maximum tool diameter of 250mm, maximum tool
speed of 2 700rpm and a maximum spindle output
of 32kW.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

New ChaseHepta lowers the force
to increase productivity
Positive multi corners milling line ideal choice of low powered machines.

W

ith the increasing
popularity of small
machining centers,
TaeguTec has launched a new
single-sided, positive sevencorner insert line that
generates less cutting force.
As the new offering in
TaeguTec’s milling line, the
ChaseHepta insert generates
low cutting force, achieves smooth machining and greater
economy due to its seven corner and helical cutting edges.
Additionally, the ChaseHepta’s higher insert thickness
means better resistance to shock and breakage; a feature that
makes this tool overcome the primary weakness of
single-sided positive inserts.
The new line is available in two geometries; the “M” type
for steel and cast iron and the “ML” type for stainless steel and
difficult-to-cut materials.
The line’s cutters have a 45 degree entering angle, a
3.2mm maximum depth of cut and an 18 degree axial rake
angle that lowers the cutting forces during machining.
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Also, the ChaseHepta
cutters are designed with
an acute angle pocket for
rigid clamping and have an
interference free structure
for side cutting or helical
ramping.
They are available in
end-mills (D32-50mm) as
well as face mill types
(D32-125mm) covering not only general face milling as well
as with ramping and profiling, proving its advantage as a
multipurpose tool.
During the testing phase of both chip breakers,
ChaseHepta outlasted the competition. On stainless steel,
TaeguTec recorded a tool life increase of 43 per cent when the
ChaseHepta “ML” chip breaker was applied versus a leading
competitor’s similar offering while tests on cast iron using the
“M” chip breaker recorded increases of 100 per cent to
150 per cent increase in tool life, claims TaeguTec.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

The Whitney 12 kW fiber laser

W

hen you’re in the business of laser cutting thick
pieces of steel to a high degree of accuracy, it’s
critical that your equipment is powerful, precise, fast
and reliable while being easy to maintain and operate.
The Whitney 12 kW
fiber laser, is claimed by
the company to be the
fastest plate laser on
the planet delivering
superior thick plate cut
quality at unbelievable
cutting speeds.
The high-power laser
is available in three
sizes, including
1 500 by 3 000mm,
2 000mm by 4 000mm and
3 000mm by 6 000mm.
It is available in power
levels ranging from
2 kW to 12 kW.
Whitney PlateLASER
Systems provide consistent laser cuts across the entire,
large work envelopes, producing highly accurate parts with
reliable precision.

The fiber lasers are equipped an IPG Fiber Laser System
up to 12kW, linear drives motion system, acceleration rates
of 3G in X and Y axes and 6G in the Z axis, Siemens Control,
10 second pallet exchange with a shuttle table that includes
two pallets, 20 seconds
spark-to-spark, and slag
and small parts removal
drawers.
The Whitney
PlateLASER family is
designed to provide
users with the highest
productivity and greatest
versatility in lasers
available today.
Whitney’s new
PlateLASER Line of fiber
lasers provides the
optimum combination of
cutting speed, new
technology and
simplicity to increase the
profit margin of manufacturer and contract shops alike.
For further details contact Metal Chip Machinery on
TEL: 011 824 0387 or visit www.metalchipmachinery.co.za
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HMC for complex large part machining —
Kitamura

K

itamura's new Mycenter-HX800G horizontal machining
center delivers precision, accuracy and repeatability
required to produce close tolerance parts from the
toughest of materials, says the company.
Consistent accuracies of ±0.002mm/Full Stroke and
±0.001mm repeatability are guaranteed, says the company.
Net weight of the machine is 28 400 kilograms.
Use of proven techniques such as induction hardened solid
box way construction, hand-scraping of all mating surfaces
and four-step gear driven spindles all contribute to superior
results and stability when machining larger heavy duty parts for
the automotive, oil and gas machinery, aerospace and heavy
machinery industries.
Solid box ways and high grade Meehanite cast construction
provide superior vibration absorption capabilities for improved
surface quality, elevating finish capabilities to a higher level, at
the same time overall life of cutting tools.
Extended travels of XYZ of 1 550 x 1 300 x 1 400mm
showcase Kitamura’s patented twin ballscrew and servo motor
technology on all axes, delivering 60 m/min rapid rates on solid
box ways. The work envelope is 1 525 mm x 1 550mm.
Easy accessibility for a machine of its size, it offers an easy
to access work envelope with a one piece, easy grip sliding
doors, large windows and door openings along with easy
spindle access. All combine to reduce and simplify operator
workload and help to promote a safe work environment.
The Mycenter-HX800G comes standard with a 40kW,
12 000rpm four-step geared, dual contact spindle delivering
586 N•m of maximum torque for large drill/tap applications

as well
as those
applications
that require
heavy
material
removal,
combined
with high
rpm for
fine
finish
capabilitiesin a single
set-up.
An optional 8 000rpm high torque spindle is an available
option with output max torque of 1226 N•m. The Dual
contact design offers the benefits of greater machining rigidity,
improved surface finishes, higher cutting accuracy and
extended cutting tool life.
The Mycenter-HX800G comes standard with full 360°
4th axis simultaneous machining capabilities needed to
machine complex, multi-sided parts, reducing set-up time.
In addition, Kitamura’s two-station automatic pallet changer
allows for the loading of parts while machining, improving
spindle cutting time while allowing for in-process verification of
component quality.
For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

OSG’s S-Tap series
A general purpose tapping solution that is also suitable for stainless steel.

O

SG’s S-Tap series, made from
HSSE-V3 material, is an affordable
range suited for most tapping
applications. A general purpose tap with a
steam oxide finish the S-Tap series chip
evacuation is accelerated with the
patented variable lead flute.
OSG has also recently increased the
S-Tap series from four lines (S-SFT Metric
and Metric Fine and S-POT Metric and
Metric Fine) to 32 lines, which now
include 6G and 7G tolerance taps,
Form E taps and left hand taps.
OSG Japan has one of the most
advanced tool manufacturing facilities
worldwide, totally dedicated to the
precision manufacturing of taps, drills, end
mills, dies and indexable cutting tools.
For further details contact Somta Tools
on TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit
www.somta.co.za
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Yaskawa AccuFast II laser-based seam finder
improves weld quality and reduces cycle times

A

ccuFast™ II, an economical laser-based seam finder
for Yaskawa Motoman’s arc welding robot line,
features improved sensor capabilities. The improved
sensor offers increased performance by providing more
reliable and repeatable feedback to the robot controller
regarding part position. It also provides readings on a
variety of materials and at angles of measurement that
were not formerly possible.
AccuFast II utilizes a non-contact, commercial point laser
instead of “touch” sensing with the weld wire, which allows the
robot to quickly and accurately locate welding seams. It greatly
reduces cycle times not only by removing the need to cut the
weld wire, but it also provides faster search speeds by
eliminating wire deflection.
The AccuFast II laser seam finder is compact, mounted
in-line with the welding torch and is compatible with Yaskawa
Motoman’s industry-leading thru-arm torch design robots. The
sensor uses the same input and output signals as traditional
touch sense, allowing it to be easily retrofitted into existing
robot installations.
Macro job routines simplify programming by providing a
single instruction in the robot job for detecting a seam or
feature. The laser sensor is housed in an enclosure with a
pneumatic shutter to protect it from the harsh welding
environment. An optional laser target aids in maintaining the
sensor TCP and can adjust points if the sensor is serviced.
In addition to AccuFast II, Yaskawa Motoman offers sensing
technologies, ranging from cost-effective thru-wire touch
sensors to cutting-edge laser and vision systems.
Varispeed Appointed as Yaskawa’s Channel Partner
Yaskawa Southern Africa have also announced that with

effect July 2017, Varispeed SA, a division of the Hudaco group
have been appointed as Yaskawa’s Channel Partner for its full
product range of Yaskawa Servo Drives, Motors, Controllers as
well as its VIPA, PLC, HMI and I/O products.
Varispeed has been closely connected to Yaskawa for more
than 20 years as a Channel partner responsible for the sale of
Yaskawa’s VSD products and will now expand their offering to
include Yaskawa’s full portfolio of drives, motion and controls.
Saying this Varispeed is enlarging their Yaskawa portfolio
with Servo, PLC, HMI and IO offering.
Varispeed will assume and take full sales, service, repair
and training responsibility for this product range in South and
Southern Africa, and as such, through their national sales
and service network, provide a “one-stop” world class drives,
motion, control source of supply and technology.
For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on
TEL: 011 608 3186 or visit www.yaskawa.eu.com

Longer tap life, short cycle times — Tapmatic

T

he self-reversing tapping
attachments for highproduction tapping on
CNC machines are claimed to
provide very short cycle times.
Eliminating machine spindle
reversal means longer tap life,
the company points out.
The power required and the
wear to the machine are also
reduced.
The Synchro-Flex tap holders
for synchronised tapping utilise
a special flexure that provides
excellent micro axial
compensation. The devices are
claimed to improve thread quality
and tap life by 100 per cent and
more. A high-pressure, highvolume internal coolant is standard
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for capacities M1 to M48.
Three different options for
marking the workpiece on the
CNC machine are being presented
that serve to eliminate secondary
operations. The Tap-Writer dot
peen marking tool provides fast
marking of characters, logos or
data matrix codes. The new
Scribe-Writer marks hard or soft
materials and uneven surfaces
and the marking head tool
stamps the workpiece in less than
a second using custom or standard
stamp types.
For further details contact
Duncan Macdonald & Company
on TEL: 011 444-4345 or visit
www.macduck.co.za or visit
www.tapmatic.com
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Trumpf introduces its Highspeed
and Highspeed Eco nozzles
Designed to boost feed rate for solid-state laser machines that employ fusion cutting with nitrogen.

T

rumpf has introduced its
Highspeed and Highspeed
Eco nozzles, which are
designed to boost feed rate for
solid-state laser machines that
employ fusion cutting with
nitrogen. The newly designed
nozzle boosts the feed rate
by up to 100 per cent for
solid-state laser machines that
employ fusion cutting with
nitrogen. What’s more, laser
power does not need to be
increased. Not only the feed
rate is now faster, but also the
piercing process. These new
cutting processes also allow for a
nearly twofold increase in sheet
throughput compared to standard
cutting. What’s more, less cutting
gas is used thanks to the nozzle’s
innovative design. The Highspeed
process requires 40 per cent less nitrogen on average and the
Highspeed Eco 70 per cent less. These new processes mean
that Trumpf has achieved another milestone on the road to
lower parts costs.
In fusion cutting, gas under relatively high pressure blows
molten material out of the kerf. As a result this entails high
operating costs. Flame cutting using oxygen has usually been
used for mild steel, especially for relatively thick sheets. The
advantage of low gas costs is offset by oxidized cut edges,
which often need to be reworked. The new Highspeed and
Highspeed Eco processes, by contrast, are faster and use less
gas, which greatly increases the cost-efficiency of fusion cutting
mild steel with nitrogen. In addition, the scope of application is

now broader for 8kW lasers used in
fusion cutting. The laser can now cut
sheets as thick as 12mm instead of
just 10mm as in the past.
The Highspeed process makes
use of a bi-flow nozzle. Some of the
cutting gas passes through the
center of this nozzle, as does the
laser beam. The rest forms a
secondary flow around the principal
flow to concentrate it onto the kerf,
expelling molten material more
efficiently. The Highspeed Eco
process relies on a patented nozzle
fitted with a sleeve that forces the gas directly into the kerf,
ensuring that little or no gas flows off to the side. While this
moving sleeve glides across the material during fusion
cutting, the nozzle remains 1.5mm from the sheet surface.
This ensures the nozzle can effortlessly withstand any chips
generated during piercing, which accelerates piercing and
minimises the risk of damage.
Highspeed and Highspeed Eco can be used for fusion cutting
of mild-steel and stainless steel sheets at least 4mm thick. And
just one nozzle is needed in these cases, which makes mix-ups
less likely and shortens setup times. Cut edges exhibit low
surface roughness and a high-quality, homogeneous look.
Highspeed Eco and Highspeed can now be used on
machines in the TruLaser Series 5000 equipped with an
8kW solid-state laser. Soon it will be available for use with
6kW solid-state lasers. The Highspeed process is featured on
machines in the TruLaser Series 3000 fitted with a 6kW
solid-state laser. Many relatively new machines can be
retrofitted with these processes.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

The KM™ system from Kennametal

Q

uick-change modular tooling is a clear way to increase
productivity, shorten setup time, and generally
improve the bottom line for job shops and large
manufacturers alike. The KM™ system from Kennametal has
been a top performer in this area for over three decades,
and is known throughout the industry for its high clamping
strength and consistent accuracy in both
spindle-mounted and static tooling applications.
So when aerospace giant Boeing came
to Kennametal with a request for a
heavy-duty spindle connection capable of
outperforming traditional CAT and BT-style
adapters, tooling engineers turned to this
robust and well-established platform as
a starting point. The result was a 100mm
spindle connection with four ball tracks instead
of two and up to 40 per cent greater clamping
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force than comparably-sized
KM tooling.
Based on that feedback,
Kennametal continues to
expand the portfolio. The KM4X
lineup now includes shrink fit
toolholders, HydroForce™ hydraulic
chucks, TG and ER collet chucks,
and a variety of other spindle
tooling, clamping units, and
modular adapters, with more on the
way. Extensions now range between
80 and 200mm range, and include centerline
turning tools to support mill-turn applications and 5-axis
machining.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa
on TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

